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REUNIOiN

The Dunham and Kinney reunion
was held at the home of James Dur
ham in Madrid Friday, August 20.
T lie re were 178 in attendance.
All j
With a team whicih they had stol-1
seemed to enjoy the day immensely. [
en from J. H. Goddard, 103
Park
At the business meeting
James j
St., Lewiston, two young men drove
Dunham was chosen president; Bert
into the stable of N. J. Hackett, late j
Kinney, vice president; May
Dun-,
Saturday afternoon fend tried to s e ll1
ham, secretary; Grace
Pillsbury, |
the rig for $200. , The team
had >treasurer.
evidently depreciated in value since | A short pregram was rendered that!
leaving Farmington for they had of-j was much enjoyed.
A fine picnic j
fered it to Clark & Russell for $250. ( dinner was served t! at was
also;
They later knocked the price way , much enjoyed. A hall game was an
down and tried to get rid of it 1interesting feature for the hoys.
for $$0.
Descriptions of Che pair j The reunion will be held next year
vary somewhat.
Th-^ir ages
are I with Mrs. .'Myrtle Wilbur in .Mad
given at about 20 and *25. They both rid. r
wore dark suits and gray raincoats.
V O T E R F A M IL Y A S S O C IA T IO N
The" older man wore a hat and his
comp&uion a mixed gray cap
and
The Seventh Annual Reunion
of
white tennis shoes.
the Voter F am ily Association will be
They gave the names of Frank held on August 31, 1915 at
the
and Walter Brooks, claiming to be Grange hail at Phillips, Me. If the
from Madison. They stjft'ed at Schuy weather does net permit its ’ being
ler Grose’s on the Strong road Sat held on that date, it, will be post
urday night and taking Geo. Hamlin’ poned to the next fair day. If there
boat in the morning
creased the is any doubt about holding the Re
river.
union on August 31>st, on account of
weather conditions, comuiunicate wit’li
S U B S C R IB E N O W FOR M A IN E
either our President, H. B. Voter or j
W O O D S.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
K. W. Voter, both of Farmington or |

SELL TEAM

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center of the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine

PLEASANT ISLAN D C A M P S

HOTEL BLANCHARD

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex
STRATTON MAINE
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
In1 the center of the Fish and Game for June, October and November.
Section. Write for booklet.
Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop.,
S T R A T T O N M A IN E ,
E. H. GROSE. Prop.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine

with U. S. Jacobs of Phillips,
The dinner will be cf the usual
baked bean variety.
The
beans,
brown bread, coffee, cream and sugar
win be furnished at the hall. Those
attending the Reunion should bring
sandwiches, fruits, cakes,
cookies,
One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
pickles, etc., etc.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishing, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
We are all going to Phillips at
the’ best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
th^ invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs
For particulars write for free circular to
and a “rousing’’ good time is as
Capt. E . F. COBURN,
sured us.
Let us see if we cannot
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
Middledam, Maine
make this Reunion the Biggest and
Best yet.
It is to be one of the
most important, as we are to take
steps toward a permanent incorporat
ed organization, and there will he
fun for everybody furnished by our
newly elected entertainment commit
tee.
Mountain V iew , Maine
Who would you like to see there?
For further particulars write or addreas
Just let them know you are geing to
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
be there to meet them.
P. Con ant Vote r, Sec.
Mountain View,
»
»
»
*Maine. %

Mountain View House i

J

The Place Where You Can Always Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

T IM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JULIAN K. VILES & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance.Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
ED. G R A N T (EL S O N CO .,
P. O. A d d re ss, G ran t’ s Me.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

B A L D

M O U N T A IN

C A M P S B a l d MS ° r u l n

Bald Mountain Camps are sitwat*d at the foot o f Bald Mountain on Mooseloolt nietic Lake. Near the best fishing grounds, First class steamboat connections—Auto
road to camps— T elephone connections—T w o mails daily—Write for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain., Maine
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SPEND YOUR

SUMMER VACATION

IN TH E R AN G E LE Y L A K E O R D E A D RIVER REGION IN

MAINE
T .

This territory is easy of access being reached in ONE DAY
from Boston. The summer climate is lelightful, the nights are
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at the
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery is grand, and there is
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads for
motoring.
The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map of this
Country. Address
F. N. BEAL,

General Manager,

Phillips, Maine.

AUSTIN ENTERTAINS TROT AND BALL
ALLEGED SLAYER
GAME SATURDAY
Man W ho Came to Phillips Lust Exciting Races Expected on Local
W eek Charged With Crime
Track Saturday— Ball Game
Over a Year Old.
W ill Draw Big Crowd.

On Wednesday of last week Hon.
H. B. Austin of tie International
Mfg. Co., had a call from Morrison
Peaslee of Portland who was arrested
the next day charged with the mur
der of his father in Henniker, N.
H., Mtiy 22, 1914.
The crime is
said to be committed because
the
father was to make over $1,060 to
the mother.
Detectives bad been trailing Peaslee during the year and one. had
actually formed a legal partnership
-with him for the manufacture of toys,
H IG G IN S — D O N H A M
with their business situated in Port
Hebron W edding of Local In te re s t.— land.
It was on business for the
Both Bride and Groom Bates
concern which, brought Peaslee to
Graduates.
Phillips, where he tried to interest
manufacture cf
Hebron, August 24.—A pretty wed Mr. Austin in the
ding took place in the Denham Word toys.
The story of the trail a.s described
at Hebron this afternoon when Hazel,
daughter of Mrs. J. C. Domham be by the Sherman Detective Agency of
The de
came the wife c f Dr. Everett Hig Boston reads like fiction.
gins of Phillips.
The services were tective-partner learned all he could
simple and were attended by twenty- about the Peaslee family, through Inis
one guests.
Rev. Herbert Tilden connection with them, and when th'e
agency considered the time
ripe
was the officiating clergyman.
The bride was gowned in white they sent a woman operative, cVrjc
crepe de cihine. Her traveling suit had made herself familiar with the
was o-f dark blue serge and sihe wore methods of clairvoyants to Portland.
a black hat.
Dr. and Mrs. Higgins The Peaslee family was interested in
left after the ceremony for a wed spiritualism and equipped with the
knowledge of the family, secured by
ding trip by auto. •
Mrs. Higgins is a daughter cf the the “ partner” she was able to tell
late Dr. and Mrs. J. C. Denham of Mrs. Peaslee and the partner’s wife,
Hebron.
She attended Hebron A- who went for the first reading many
Later
Peaslee
cademy and Bates College from wihcJl interesting things.
she graduated in the year 1903. WM’df and his partner went and after t: e
many
in college she was prominent in ath detective had fessed up to
letics.
She bias been a successful horrible things, when bis turn came
teacher since her graduation. In the broke down and confessed.
At a hearing held Saturday, through
year 1903-04 she taught Latin in
Hill
of
Edward Little High school where she his counsel Geo. Verncn
also was instructor of girls’ athletics. Concord Peaslee waived the reading
She recently received a degree from of the complaint and entered a plea
of not guilty.
He is now understood
Columbia University.
Dr. Higgins graduated from Bates to deny has guilt of the murder of
the
the same year as Miss Donhiam and his father, and to claim that
later studied medicine.
He is now confession he is alleged to have made
a practicing physician in Phillips is not the truth.
where they will reside.—Lewqstcn
Sun.
But That's Asking Too Much.
“ Politics might, be easier,” said
Dr. Higgins came to Phillips about
three years ago and now enjeys a Uncle Eben, “ef people would think
lucrative practice.
He is
very as hard about de questions of de
hour as dey does about de puzzles in
popular with' both the young and old
a funny paper.”
of the town and most sincere con
gratulations will be extended to the
French National Anthem.
Doctor and his bride.
“ The Marseillaise,” the national an
They will reside in J. F. Hc.ugh’s them of the French republic, was writ
house on Main street, jn the rent ten and composed in 1792 by Rouget
vacated recently by R. H. Preble.
de Lisle, an officer in the French army.

Horses have been working but a t
Toothaker Park for the past week in
preparation for the trot Saturday. A
large majority of the horses were a t
the interesting races at Farmington last Friday and much is expect
ed by the followers of the track this
week.
A large list of horses from
all over the country are entered.
A ball game has been arranged be
tween Stratton and Strong to satisfy
the fans and they are expecting a
red hot contest. Races begin prompt
ly at 2.00 and with the three classes
to be run off there will be none
cf the waits between heats, which
were noticeable at Farmington. Geo.
Withee of Madison is the starter.
The entries thus far are;
, ■i}
Free fo r all:

I

1
'

Prince L. Twombly
Phyllis D.
Silk Forbes
Constantine, Jr.,
Pat Hand
2,28 class:
Ralph Wilkes, Jr.,
Fannie Etta
Jingles
Frank C.
Rena
2.35 class:
Cato
Billy B.
C! Paul
Dick Entertainer
Ted Ambulator
INan T.
Martha Washington
Lola Braden
Lady Warwick
Beauty

i

SI EU1BOAT SERVICE
on
RANGELEY LAKE
Boats leave Rangeley for South
Rangeley at 5.35 A. M- and 11.40
A. M., where close connection is
made with Maine Central Rail
road trains for Portland, Boston
and New York. Boats making
close connection at South Rangeley with trains from New York,
Boston and Portland, arrive at
Rangeley at 1.20 P. M. and
6.40 P. M.2
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ANNUAL SALE OF
THE LADIES’ AID

Clark, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. R. Carpen
hotel had been filled with
tables took the lead and held it to the end,
although
Wildwood
put
over
a
ninth
ter, Mrs. Laura Boothe of New York,
prettily decorated and converted into
furnished some Col. and Mrs. C. A. Judkins, Brook
a cabaret restaurant.
With
spot inning rally that
Light effects, fine music, and all the thrills, scoring one run and leaving line, Dr. Frank Martin, Baltimore and
man
young and old entering heartily into two on bases when tine . last
Commodore and Mrs. C. A. Conklin, Chairman Austin Gives Interesing
the affair it wras as
successful as w&& out, the result being 3 to 1.
Atlanta, Ga.
Address at the Church.
Cooler Weather Makes the Fisher anything ever given at Kineo. The Brown’s wonderful catch of a long
Dancing is receiving usual atten
------------.
exhibition dancing by Albert M. Bart fly which was labeled a homer, and
men Active and Fine Catches
Nearly thirty couples compet
lett of Philadelphia, the polka glide would have cleaned the- bases, saved tion.
Weld, August 23.—Prof.. A.
W.
Two games a- ed for a cup offered by Miss Made
by Mise Clarice Paterscn of New the day for Kineo.
Recorded.
Spanhoffd of Washington, D. C., w’h o ■;
York and Howard Rowland of Phila geinst Milo furnished fun for the line Francis Gale for fox-trotting. A f has, been lecturing at the U. of P. j
delphia, the exhibition one step by fans this week.
ter long deliberation because of the summer school has joined Airs. Span- i
Strenuous tennis marked the finals uniform excellence, Miss Clarice Pat heffd for the rest of the season.
(Special Correspondence.)
Miss Marjorie Sill cocks of New York
Kineo, Moose-head Lake, August 21. and Beach Barrett of Bloomfield, N. of a men’s singles which has been erson, daughter of Mrs. M. D. Pater
Airs. H. D. Latham and Mrs. Dyer i
—Alis-season is here and August J , the candle-lighit chorus by the 00 the courts for the greater part of son, of New York and Howard L. of South Portland are at Mrs. J. P. ^
E. G. Kaufmann of New’ Rowland of Philadelphia were declar Maxwell’s for a week.
reaches its second half with
the entire amateur company of thirty and a week.
Four children,
Mias
biggest crowd and the greatest varie the oriental dance by Miss Gale were York and E. S. Kinley of Philadel ed winners.
At Swett’s camp on the west
ty of summer activities this place all splendid features of a wonderfully phia came through the field and Eleanor Judkins, Mias Dorothy Ivauf- side of the lake are Mr. Robert Gray
While the program fought almost bitterly for the mast niaim, Masters Charlie Clark and Dan son and Messrs. Gaskell, Smith,
has ever known A big charity cab fine program.
aret, the annual golf and tennis tour was being rendered refreshments ery, the first set going 11-9 to you;ig ny Conklin W’ere so nearly even m a Pierce and Cavanaugh, all of Mil- j
Mr. Kaufmann showed ;he preliminary contest that all were anaments and two keen motor boat were being served by tastefully dres Kinley.
ferd, Ala&s.
races over the ten mile course have sed waitresses, so that one was lead strain and weakened in t e second warded cups, C. M. Clark being the
Airs. Arthur Thompson and
son,
made every day seem a holiday to remark that it was almost like set which Kinley captured 6-2. There generous donor.
Douglass of Thompsonvi'lle,
Conn.,
Broadway only different.
All par were many onlookers arid much ap
here.
Recent arrivals at the new Mt. laTe the guests of her mother, Mrs.
The annual tournament had Kineo are A. Aertsen, J. C. Rogers,
The big charity cabaret at the Mt. ticipated in the dancing, the “ din plause.
Barber Master-man for several w’eeks.
lasted sane splendid players, including Prof. John Gribbel and family, Mrs. Her
Kineo, in charge of Miss Madeline ers’ ’ among the rest, which
Alondy evening, August 16th, Airs.
Miss Gale deserv H. E. Burton of Dartmouth, formerly bert S. Darlington, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Francis Gale of Boston, and for the until a late hour.
Henry’ Swett gave a surprise party
benefit of local school children wras es great credit for conducting suc Connecticut valley champion, Hol D. Rowland, Lewis M. Sehamberg, Dr for her husband.
The piazza was
easily the season’s social success. cessfully so unique an entertainment. comb York of Yale and Otis C. Stan and Mrs. George Woodward, Mr. and artistically decorated with cedar and
It has been a busy week with the ton of Harvard.
Mrs. L. B. Belfield, Ohas. S. Waltcn golden rod.
The program was furnished by the
The evening was pleas
A cup for gravestone golf
The cooler weather i:s making the and family, T. B. Dallas and family, antly spent with dancing and musical
younger summer people, and consist golfers.
ed of songs, exhibition dances, chor offered by C. P. Freeman of Phila fishermen active and some fine catch John M. Strong, Mrs. Roberts Stev selections by Aliases Fales, Craig and
The prize enson, Jr., Misp Cecile F. Howell, Messrs. O’Keefe and Nelson. Delici
uses in the handsomely decorated ba delphia was won by Mr. A. M. Rob es are being recorded.
room.
The large ball room of the inson of Louisville, K. Y., bis ajlot- for the week again goes to H. C. Miss Gretchen Clay, Horace G. Lip- ous refreshments of ice cream, oake
ed number of strokes taking by the W7arren of New’ Haven, who hooked a ineott, Philadelphia; Mr. and Airs. and fancy crackers w’ ere served. The
eighteenth and within four feet of ; 6Y2 pound salmon by one fin
and John L. Brown, Miss Kitty Brown, occasion was doubly entertaining, as
TH E C A B IN B O A T PRIM ER the twentieth hole, where he placed Jlanded it after a struggle of thirty- Donald Brown cf Lancaster, Pa., Air. it was the birthday of Aliss Corinne
his epitaph.
John Bancroft of 'Wil five minutes.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren and Airs. Jonathn R . Jones, Betram Fales, as well as that of Air. Swett.
H IS is a very in
teresting and in
mington, Del., and J. Nelson 'Manning 1 also got some smaller salmon, averJones of Bryn Alawr, Pa.; Air. and
Wednesday evening the pavilion
T
H
E
structive book on mak
of Brookline, Mass.,
reached the aging three pounds.
Mr., and Mrs. Airs. I^esle^ G. Soheafer, Air. and was crow’ded with the large audience
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
nineteenth.
The weekly medal play Thomas Friant of Grand Rapids have Airs. Arthur W. Soheafer of Potts
row boats, etc. It tells
P R IM E R
which gathered to see the first mov
handicap cup w<©nt to Henry Feuch- taken some splendid strings of sal ville, Pa.; Air. and Airs. E. O. Emer
of the various streams
ing picture show of the summer. A
one can trip on with a
twanger of Madison, N. J., who play mon, lake trout and white fish, Mrs. son, Jr., Titusville, Pa.; Dr. Frank dance was given at the conclusion
cabin boat, how to
ed almost perfect golf, his first round Friant getting a 4*4 pound salmon. I Martin, Dr. C. T. Buckner of Balti
equip for such a trip,
cf the pictures to which a
good
being 37 and Ms second 39. His son, one of the neighboring streams Mr. more, Pa.; Aliss Florence S. Sullivan,
what to wear and eat,
s;zed crowd stayed.
Pictures were
cost of a two month’s
Paul Feuchtwanger had second low Friant got a string of 25 brook trout Calder B. Stewart, Air. and Airs. J.
also shown Thursday night.
trip. It gives descrip-1
net 78, with a handicap of 16. The and his companion the same number. W. Stinson, Alias Halsey, AJiss L. W.
tions and diagrams, (.
Airs. A. L. Simmons of Oklalioma
get a Hlsey, Alas® Edith Austin, Air. and City, Okla., is the guest of her sister,
photographs and chapters on construction, children patted for a cup offered by C. M. Williams o f New York
when to float, when and where to land and Gwendolen Shaw of London,
which good string cf trout in Spencer Bay, Airs. J. H. Terhune, Aliss Alargeret
Airs. Elmer Metcalf fer a few’ weeks.
other useful hints. Book is compiled of little Eleanor, the daughter cf
Col. and also saw a moose and about a Taylor, Airs. John H. Booth,
Airs.
Airs. Frank NcbLe and Aliss Maa-y
facts and observations made by the author.
An adults’ putting dozen deer.
Julien Ripley, Alasters Charles and Spoffcrd of Auburn have been the
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations Judkins, won.
match, was won by Ohas. Kuhin of
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Ivineo’s distinguished visitor, Ad Juilien Ripley, Miss Elizabeth M. In- guests o f Aliss Angie Swett for a
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, Cincinnati., bis daughter capturing th
miral R. E. Peary, was guest of hon glee, Air. and Mrs. Charles Hillis and few days.
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Boat. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, prize for the women
remaining in or among a group of gentlemen w'ho daughter, J. Adrian, Air. and Airs.
Furnishings and Furniture. Odds and Ends of
Thursday, Mrs. John Gray,
Miss
The past few days have enjoyed the hospitality pf Former AI. Drexel, Air. and Air-. A. D. Ken
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline longest.
Alta Gray and Rcy Rowell of Solon
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
been
devoted
to
the
annual
tourna
Boat Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Commodore Arthur B. Waring of New yon, Air. and Airs. J. W. Welsh and ar.d Airs. .Maurice Severy of New
Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in ment for the Mt. Kineo house cups,
York on beard the Waring
yacht, child, Warren S. Sillcocks, Air. and York motcred to Weld and were call
Fogs, Going Up Stream. Weather, Making Fast
and Some Rope Hints. Land nes. Troubles, Care wjth the
largest entry list eyer 'the Ioneta,
Others in the party Airs. M. P. Smith, Air. and Mrs. W. ers at Camp Wooglin.
of the Boat, Ways o f Making Money. On Making
in j which sailed to the beauty spots a- D. Orvis, the Alisses AI. P. and R.
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and known here, over forty starting
Rev. Charles C. Harbutt of Port
Hunting. Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing.
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A Cabin the qualifying round.
! bout Moosehead Lake were Dr. J. C. M. Smith of New York; Ohas. *L. land preached at the morning service
Boat Coon Hunt.
Baseball between Camp Wildwood Boyd, U. S. N., retired, Dr. A. C. Wilson, Air. and Airs. John A. Lee,
at the Congregational
ch-urch and
Price Postpaid, GlotK Bound, SI.OO.
and Kineo attracted a large crowd Stanley, U. S. N., of
Washington, Alias Harriet Dudley, Airs. E. O. Clin while in town was the guest of Mrs.
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
to Glendale field.
The resort boys Lieutenant Commander L. M. Joseph- ton, Aliss Annette E. Buck, Dr. and
F. B. WThitin at her camp.
tlial of New York, Mr. E. Kirk Has Airs. C. AI. Bellows, Francis C. NewThursday afternoon in the Congre
_ * ii i ii n ii ii i ii in i ii ii i ii ii i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM jit iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu iiiiiiim m im u iiiiu t m m ir . iu m iim ! U iim im iiim im im iiiiim iim im im iiii| ^
kell, G. E. Cooley, C. M. Williams of ten, H. AI. Newton, Brooklyn;
Air. gational church and on the
lawn
New’ York, Col. C. A. Judkins, Kineo, and Airs. Raymond, R.
Goodlatte, was held the second annuaJ sale o f
H. A. Freeman and Mrs. N. H. Davis Passac, N. J.; Air. and Airs. James the Ladies’ Aid.
The seven tables
of Philadelphia.
The Admiral's de K. Clarke, Ardmore, Pa.; Mr. and representing the age of women were
parture was marked by a common Airs. Johin H. Kaul and family, Bir presided over as follows:
Baby
salute and dipping of the colors from mingham, Ala.; Mr. and Airs. E. Kirk
A fine set o f sporting camps in one o£ Maine’ s best | the terrace o f the Moosehead Lake Haskell, Morristown, N. J.;
Airs. Aliss Kent; girlhood, Alisses Plum
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- f Yacht Club’s grounds.
Ford Harvey, Aliss Katherine Harvey, mer and Swett; sweetheart, Misses
Two keen motor boat races have Air. and Airs. Wm, Reid, Kansas City Schofield and Plummer;
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
bachelor
marked the M. L. Yacht Club’s ac Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Bell, Wash maid, Janice Palmer; matron, Airs. *
tivities, the first, for prizes offered |ington; Mr. William W . Wood, Jr., Woodward and Mrs. Harmon; bride, ‘
by Com mod ere A. B. Waring
was J. H. Bmerton, J. J. Kennedy, Miss Airs. Laitham and Airs. Blunt; grand- I
won by Commodore C. A. Conklin of Alicia Kennedy, C. G. Kennedy, T. mother, Airs. Houghton and Airs. AfarAtlanta, Ga., itn the Tallulah, the Kin- W. Robinson, John A. Haskell, Arthu shall.
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
In addition were the food 1
nabbeh, belonging to C. M. Clark of Dunham, Conrad Jacobson, H. Cush Yable with Airs. Harper and Mrs. j
New York being second. The sec ing, Robert Luce, Mr. and Mrs. R. Sw’ain in charge; ice cream, Alrts. |
ond race was captured by Dr. J. L. J Potter* Airs. Francis Skinner, Bos Trask; refreshment table, Mrs. Soho- ]
S. |field, Airs. Newman and Airs. Plum- I
Hasbrc.uck of New York
in
the ton; Air. and Mrs. J. Stanton,
Firenze, the Mink, belonging to Hol Stanton, O. C. Stanton, Mi/ss Eliza mer; popcorn and programs,
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
A lice
comb York of New Haven, being sec beth Stanton, New’ Bedford, Mass.; IWillard.
In the evening the follow- 1
ond.
Officers elected at the annual Mr. and Airs. Tyler L. Redfield, Oli jing program was carried out: V iolin,
nuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiitiiiiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiniiHiiiiiiiiiiiiitjniiinitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiimmiiiiiiimuitiiriiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiT
meeting of the Yacht Club are Henry ver Redfield, Judd H. Redfield, P. C. : solo, Addice Nelson of Brookline; J
Green j centralto solos, Aliss Helen Latham •
Sheafer, PottsviMe, Pa., Commodore Pearson, Kendall Pearson,
Thomas Friant, Grand Rapids, Mielh,; wich, Conn.; Airs. Louis A. Ripiley of New York, Aliss La-tham of Clin- ■■■
Air. ; ten, Mass., accompanist;
Vice Commodore, S. A. York, New and three children, Litchfield;
readings .
Haven, rear Commodore; Trustees and Airs. H. T. Sloper, Airs. A. J. |and song, Harrison C. Fales of New
Henry Sheafer, Lesley G.
Sheafer, Sloper, J. H. Pease, New Briliian, Rochelle, N. Y.; victrcla selection; j
Pottsville, James K. Clarke, Philadel Conn.; Air. and Airs. Freedom Hutch piano duet, Aliases Fales, concluding ‘
phia, James A. Brodie, Brooklyn and inson, T. P. Proctor, Ipswich; Airs. with the ‘ ‘Peak Sisters” under the j
Leonard Richards and son, Leonard direction of Airs. Charlotte W illard
E. H. Outerbridge of New York.
Mr. Charles HilLis, formerly secre Richards, Jr., Hartford, Conn.; Frank of Portland.
Those taking part i«
tary to Ex. Pres. Taft, a brother of W. Kean, Somerville; T. P. Made]], this part of the entertainment were
Rev. Newell Dwight HiMls, is at Hamilton; Air. and Airs. George R. Airs. Witiham, Mrs. Conant, Airs. San
Kineo with, his family for August.
Henderson, Winter Harbor, Ale.; Ro born, Airs. Blunt, Airs. Hardy
and
At a most delightful dinner party at bert P. Clapp, Lexington; Phillips M. Aliases Ladd, Palmer, Plummer, Partie Mt. Kineo Saturday evening Mr. Payson, Portland, Me.; J. F. Boothby
(Continued on page seven.)
and Mrs. Chester M. Williams of New Richard P. Boothby, Lewiston; Ad
York
entertained
the
following miral and Mrs. R. E . Peary, Eagle
guests:
Mr., and Mrs. Arthur B. Island, Ale.; Airs. Fred Est.es, Ban PALMER ENGINES AND
Waring, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martin gor,

GUESTS KEEN IN
OUTDOOR SPORTS

T

A REAL BARGAIN

I

$ 3 ,0 0 0

J

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

LAUNCHES.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

Nam e...............................................................................
Address............................................ ........................................
State ...................................................... .

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
wom en
going
to
B oston to w o r k
or stwtfy,
a n y la d y g o in g to B oston fo r
p le a s u ro o r on a shop pin g
t r ip w it h o u t m a ts esco rt w ill
fin d th s

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h t f u l p la c e to stop. A
H o m e - H o t e l In t h s h e a rt of
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s s fe , c o m 
fo r t a b le c o n v e n ie n t of access
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
t ic u la r s a nd p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E . Newton St. Boston. Mass.

Special 2 1-2 H. P. entire for c8noe&
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
i BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

TAXIDERMISTS
G. W. P1CKKL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting: Goods. Fishinjr Tackle.,
Indian Vocrasins. Baskets and Souvenirs.
R A N G E LE Y .
.
.
.
M A IN *

“ Mmillionth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world ov»r for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth.

.

.

.

Mauv*

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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NEW JERSEY LADY
LANDS A BEAUTY

3

tie ball in a wonderful manner, Har
ry Street of Pawtucket, R. I., Yale
1915, Edward Freeman of
Center
Falls, R. I., Williams College
and
Chester Foster of the same city, who
is a Princeton student.
“ Play balL
A Happy Party at “ The 300” — Well they all play the national game The Enforcement of Game Laws in
and are good at bat or ball, and can
45 States Left to State
Camps Engaged for the Oct
make a quick run,” was the way
Officials.
ober Hunting.
one of their friends told it.
Camp Earl has been taken for two
The sixteenth annual directory of
weeks
by Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Agney
(Special Correspondence.)
of Hartford, Conn., who were more official® and organizations concerned
Bald Mountain Camps, MooselookR eal tob a cco fla vor depends u p on the lea f being pre
and
than fascinated with camp life and with the protection of birds
meguntic Lake, August 21.— With the
served in its natural state, possible only b y pressing the
game
in
the
United
States
and
Can
hope to be annual guests after this.
leaves into plug form and keepin g it in b y coverin g it camps all taken and the weather coo Mr. Agney for thirty years has been ada, revised to Jhly 15, 1915, has
and pleasant everybody is happy and
one of Uncle Sam’s mail clerks and been arranged on the same plan as
with a natural lea f w ra p p er. T h e natural flavor and
as soon as a camp is vacant a party
the directories issued each year since
has now retired.
strength o f tob a cco escape w h e n cu t o r granulated.
who is waiting walks in and unless
1900.
its object is to present in
Clarence
D.
Bryant
of
Newton,
something prevents September will
convenient form the addresses of per
Take a P lu g o f Sickle that is even th orou gh ly dried out
find more people here than ever be Mass., this week joined his mother
so that w hen y o u w hittle it o ff it crum bles into dust, but it fore, the last month in the season,, and sister in Camp Sunset for the sons from whom information may be
obtained concerning the game laws.
will burn and sm oke sm ooth and co o l as it has all o f its orig 
and several camps are engaged for remainder of the month.
It also shows the date of establish
Joseph Fox of Providence, R. I., ment of each State commission cr
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug F orm .
the October hunting.
This is a
central place for the hunter and if and friend, S. Elias of Worcester, wardenship, the Changes which' occur
W hittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid
the deer that are seen daily, in Mass., who came for their first visit in such offices, and the publications
in both quality and quantity. T r y this experiment and
this vicinity do not take to
the plan to remain three weeks and with. issued by game officials.
judge for you rself.
woods, the man with the gun will Fred Showier guide, are having a
The most important changes in
not have to go very far for game. great outing.
1915 are the estabiish.ttnent of a game
One of the new camps was taken
Camp ElLis is taken by
another and fish commission in Arkansas, the
for the first two weeks of August party of new comers, Mr. and Mrs. abolition of the office of State Game
by Mr. and Mrs. Clifford T. Richard M. W. Colqubown and little son of and Fish Commissioner in Florida,
son of Somerville, Mass., who was Andover, Mass., who find this just the provisions for the appointment cf
accompanied by Mrs.
Richardson’s the place to keep cool and enjoy
(Continued on page six)
mother, Mrs. E. C. Ashton and their a restful outing.
friends, Mr. and Mrs. N. D. McCutDown at Allertcn Lodge the flag
cliion of Brookline, Mass., who came is flying for three weeks. Dr. H. H.
C A N A D IA N W IL D S
for the first visit to Bald Mountain.
Haskall of Boston and brother, Al
Camp Sunset is taken for another bert Haskall cf New York who have
■ Hudson Bay Com
summer by Mrs. C. A. Bryant, her with them Prof. Eugene Clark of
pany; Northern Indians
daughter, Miss Marion A. and son. Dartmouth College and wife and son,
and their Modes of
[Hunting, Trapping, etc
Walter T. Bryant of Newton, Mass., Aiden.
They have for glide, Charles
[Provisions f o r t h e
who find it an attractive
summer Gibbs of Bates College 1916.
Wilderness, Things to
home until after Labor Day.
Berne Ellis with their new Reo car
Avoid, etc., etc. The
tic manner, and they attract much
Edwin Foss cf Boston, Mrs. Bry makes trips to the station for mail
[author (Martin Hunter)
admiration on the office table.
was with the Hudson
ant’s brother, has recently purchased and passengers, takes people to Ran
Bay Company for about
Judge Wm, D. Lippincott and fam a lot of land below Mr. Fitts’ place, geley and is kept busy going in all
40 years— from 1 S63 to
ily of Morristown, N. J., after a and is having the ground cleared this directions.
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most delightful stay of 'several weeks fall and plans to build a summer
There will be no dull days from
most a half century’ s
now until the end of the season experience. This book contains 277 pages,
Many Mingo Guests Will Remain regretfully said goodbye yesterday home there next year.
morning, but hope to return another
Mrs. H. M. Whiting of Brookline, here at Bald Mountain Camp®.
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader”
Until Late in the Season.
summer.
Mass., and son, R. A. Whiting, Har
Outfitting’ Indians, Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Dr. and Mrs. N. W. Sable of Roch vard 1916, who come for their first
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
and
ester, N. Y „ returned home via the visit have Birch-Bower camp
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver.
(Special Correspondence.)
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
are
greatly
taken
with
life
here
in
chain of lakes, through Dixville
Mode of Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Mingo Springs, Rangeley
Lake,
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
A. S. RutherNotch, then to Quebec and Montreal. the woods of Maine.
to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
August 20.—Tihe only reason there
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal.
While touring Maine in their auto for of the same city was with them
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
are not more guests here at Mingo
for ten days, and Mrs, M. L. Dingley
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats; A rt of Pulling
thisibeautiful spot on the lake shore, mobile, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Temiple, of Boston and Miss Winnie Lee Davi
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
(Special Correspondence.)
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
is because there is not room for them Miss Elizabeth B. and Charles Tempi of Forest Hill, N. J., are now their
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
Bangor,
August
18.—For
the
past
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
and. during the last week several par-' of Philadelphia, Miss Emily G. Young guests, and they are enjoying visiting
six
weeks
Packard’s
Camps
have
Indians,
Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
ties who wished to remain,
could cf Easton, Penn., Mr. and Mrs. W. the different places iu the RangePrice, Postpaid, Cloth Bound 60 Cents
had more the appearance of a sum
Holmes
of
Morristown,
Penn.,
spent
not be accommodated and journeyed
leys.
mer resort than a sportsman’s re
the past week here.
OH.
The man who wears the smile is treat, for during-this time the fisher
C. H. Yeung of Boston was here
Among those who have come dur
James Richie of Orange, N. J., who man lias brought his wife and family C A M P A N D TR A IL M E T H O D S
ing the last few days, some to re for over Sunday.
with Mrs. Richie have since
May aiong with him to enjoy life in the
H IS is one of the
main until the first of October, oth- J Miss* F. Metzger and brother, Ar been enjoying the life on the lake
m o s t practical
real Maine woods. Each family has
ers who will tarry only a few days i thur of New York are here for a shore.
Mrs. Richie caused the smile, a cabin with an open fire, bath rooan books on woodcraft
ever \Vritten contain
are Mrs. Richard Katz and daughter, few weeks’ sojourn.
for one day recently they were out and piazza overlooking the lake, and ing valuable informa
Miss Margery H. and son, Richard,
Two New York gentlemen, Andrew fishing when “ the handsomest trout take tlieir meals at the main camp tion for all lovers of
Jr. of New York,, who have been at G. Brice and Francis M. Robinson in the Moos-elookme gauntic Lake’’ dining room.
The fishing has been the great outdoors.
Mingo for six summers. The party have taken rooms in Rosecliff cottage took the tempting bait she offered remarkably goed for landlocked sal The author of this
book has spent years
have one of the log cabins and will fer the remainder of August.
him, and with skill the fair angler mon, small mouthed black bass, and in the woods, so
remain until the middle of Septem
Mr. and Mrs. D. Kinney, Mr. and brought the trout to the side of the the nearby ponds have
produced knows what is want
ber.
ed by the woodsmen,
Mrs. F. E. Leavitt and E. W. G-raf- boat and her husband netted him. some fine strings of brook trout. mountain
men, pros
Mrs. John F. McClain and
son, faxu are a delightful party
the Chas. S. Duke, eleven days fishing, pectors, trappers and
from When they reached the camp
Bruce of Montclair, N. J., came Haver hill1, Mass., who while on an trout weighed just 514 pounds and caught 39 salmon, smallest weighing the hardy outdoor people in general. It
two weeks ago and last night were automobile trip through Maine are the speckled beauty will be mount two pounds, largest 4 pounds,
12 contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
joined by Mr. McClain,
Mrs. Mc pleasantly located in Rosecliff cot ed by H. L. Welch.
One of the ounces. Mr. F. E. Mafcbewson, Jer and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Clain is a great lover of the wild tage for a few days.
city men who was greatly excited sey City, N. J., in one day trip to Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
flowers, mosses and ferns which she
Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Okas. F. Cotter of Lynn,
Mass., when lie saw a big trout for the first Grindstone Pond, caught 19 trout, Pack
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
finds in the woods all about here
pound, Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
came for the week-end wthi his time said, “ Why, I watched you out smallest weighing one-half
and arranges them in a most artisfamily who are having a happy sum on the lake, when Mrs. Richie was largest one pound, 4. ounce$. Miss ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
playing the fish, but she never shout Catherne Mtills, New Britain, Ccnn., ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowmer here in the big white cottage.
shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
T o -d a y
over 40 of the guests attend ed or even acted a bit excited, and landed the largest salmon caught this Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bu$h
if it had been my wife she would week, weight, 5 pounds, 14 ounces, Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
ed the water sports and motor boat
have shouted so they would
have and it took Miss Mills 32 minutes Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
rsce:s at Rangeley.
One party had
heard her all over the ldke, and I to bring fish to net.
Dr. George T. Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Capt Haley’s boat “ Lillian’’ for the
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents.
should have had all I could
have Chase, New York City, caught a nuarTIME TABLE
day, another the house boat and
done
to
keep
the
boat
right
side
up.”
ber of nice salmon this week. His
several parties went by automobile.
In Effect June 21, 1915
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. C. R. Rucihert of largest fish weighed 4 pounds,
8
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Russell and
SCIENCE OF FISHING
Providence, R. I., and party,
who ounces.
Mr. Thomas Kimba-ll, Bel
FARMINGTON—Paasengrer trains leave Farm
other
ington for Phillips and Rangreley. at 12:62 P. M. three daughters and the five
came the middle of July and spent mont, Mass., caught a salmon August
H E most practi
and 4:20 P. M. For Kingfield and Bigelow at 4:20 ladies of their party from Brooklyn,
cal book on fish
six weeks in Camp Manhattan, were 13th that weighed 5 pounds, 5 ounces.
P. M- Passenger trains arrive from Phillips and
N.
Y.,
who
came
the
first
of
July
ing ever published.
Kingfield at 7:55 A. M.. and from Rangeley and
SCIENCE OF
joined by their daughter and
Mr. Mr. E . E . Rideout, Boston, cai August
Bigelow at 1.55 P. M.
The
author says;
are as enthusiastic over Mingo and and Mrs. A. C. Fox of New York
1 FISH IN G
10th eaugjht a salmon that weighed 4
Mixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M.. and leaves at
“ For those who have
the Rangeleys as when they
first
11:00 A. M.
the first of August.
pounds, 10 ounces. •Mr. R. E. Digcaught them, as well
STRONG—Passenger trains leave for Farming- came, and are already regretting that
as for those who
There is not a merrier or happier ney of White Plains, New York, has
ton at 7:26 A. M and 1:25 P. M.. for Phillips and they cannot extend thieir stay
only
never have.”
This
company in a Maine camp than the caught a number of fine salmon the
Rangeley at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M., and for
book describes the
Bigelow at 4:55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive until after Labor Day.
party of eight who have taken one past week, his largest fish weighed 5
fish, tells their habits
from Farmington at 12:30 P. M. and 4:50 P. M.
J. H. MoAlamey of New York is of the large new camps for several pound®, 3 ounces.
and H O W , W’ H E N
Mr. A. M. MatlhFrom Bigelow at 1:15 P. M. From Phillips at
and W H E R E to
725 A. M., and from Rangeley at 1:25 P. M.
among the new comers, who has weeks and named it ‘The Zoo.” her, New York City, bias been mak
Mixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:45 A .M .,
catch them; also tells
joined
friends
for
a
short
stay
and
is
They
are
Dr.
and
Mirs.
E.
G.
Flint
of
ing
one
day
trips
to
a
little
pond
trom Kingfield at 7:16 A. M. and from Farmington
the K I N D of tackle
greatly pleased with this has first North Attleboro, Mass., who
at 11:55 A. M
have in. back of the bills and bias been
used for each fish,
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm visit at the Rangeleys.
been annual guesits for years.
The getting some wonderful basis fishing. Book contains 255 pages, more than too
ington at 7:08 A. M. and 1:00 P. M. A rrive from
Farmington at 12:52 P. M. and 5:10 P. M.
Miss E. A. Stagel, Miss Marguerite Doctor said, “ I thlink there is not This {s really a discovery of Mr. illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Mixed train arrives from Rangeley at 10:15 A . M..
and Miss Lillian
Scihinellbacker of another place that e quala this, and Mather’s, as not even one of the Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
and leaves for Rangeley at 1:20 P. M. Mixed
train leaves for Farmington at 7:80 A . M., and South Orange, N. J., cousins of Mrs. best of all the charm is, that
we guides knew that there were bass Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
arrives from Farmington at 2:15 P. M.
E. E. Patridge arrived this
week can put on our flannel shc'irts, wear in this pond.
The bass fishermen Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfRANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for FarmCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
>and
have
taken
one
of
the
bunga
our camping suits, and-no one ever and fisherwomen aire having excep Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
ngton at 11:30 A. M., and arrives from Farmington at 6:48 P. M.
lows, planning to remain until Octob looks at us as if we were crazy to tionally goed luck on Sebogo Lake. Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
Mixed train leaves for Phillips at 7:30 A . M.
er.
dress as sensible men should dress Bait casting is now the favorite and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and arrives at 3:45 P. M.
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp,, Catfish and
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 12:50 P. M.
Their sport.
At the present time there Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel P. Hayes of when in camp for comfort.”
for Farmington and arrives at 5:23 P. M.
Flint,
a is every indication that the Septem Fishing for Other Sea. Fish; Making, Repair
Ray, daughter, Miss Kathryn
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves for JBIge- New York have closed Camp
■ow at 9:00 A. M, and 5:45 P. M., fo r Farmington after a pleasant stay of six weeks.
charming young lady and a great fav ber fishing, which has always been ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
at 12:30 P. M.
orite at Bald Mcun tain Camps
is good at Sebago Lake, will this year tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Mixed train leaves for Strong at (J:00 A . M.. and
Fish— Good Places,
with them.
Miss Flint in
June be phenomenal, as the water in the
arrives from Strong at 9:20 A. M.
Price, Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 60 Cents
S Y L V A N LA K F,
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
graduated from Wheaton College. inlets or feeders is at a good heighth,
ington at 10:4!MA* M., and arrives from FarmingSend all orders to
As good as it sounds, with camps of Their son, E. G. Flint, Jr., of Har and the salmon will run to the pool®
ton at 6:35 P. ivL Passenger train arrives from
Ten ponds within vard 1912 and a base ball player,
Kingfield at 9:50 A. M., and leaves fo r Kingfield i all kinds and sizes.
at the foot of the falls earlier in
at 6:40 P. M.
10 miles.
Salmon, togue, perch and
________________ M A I N E
A P H IL L IP S ,
Excellent hunting.
Guides has four college friends with him, September than in years past.
SUNDAY TRAIN leaves Phillips fo r Farming- troutWrite for terms to
ton at 9t00 A. M. and 3:35 P. M. For Rangeley at furnished.
Minot Crowell of Melrose, Mass., al fair number of fly fishermen have
C n o n a l flffpr Any one of the above
D.28 A. M., arrives from Farmington at 11:25 A.
F. G. HHYDEN,
so a Brown University 1915 boy and already booked at Packard’s Camip® OpCuIttl UIICl books and Outing Edition
and from Rangeley at 3:35 P. M.
R. F. D. 1,
Abbot Village, Me.
of M A I N E W O O D S one year, $ 1.23
a baseball pitcher that can throw for the September fishing.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager

DIRECTORY IN
CONVENIENT FORM

Tobacco, Like Food, Must Be
Fresh To Be Good

LARGE PARTY
ATTEND THE RACES

NEWS FROM
PACKARD’S CAMPS

T

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
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Canadian. Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
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SPEAKERS AT
FIELD DAY
Prof. Sargent Gives Able Temper
ance Address.
Continuing from our report of last
week of the forenoon’s program for
the Grange Field Day, whidh was
held at Toothtaker Park on Thurs
day, the attendance on the whole
was not as large as hoped for, the
reason in many instances being that
the farmers .have been so handi
capped in harvesting their hay that
they felt obliged to remain at home
and attend to their farm duties, as
it was one of the best of days for
that business.
However there was
a very good attendance, and those
present felt that the day had been a
profitable one, and that it was a
rare, privilege to hear the speakers
who had been secured for the day.
After a picnic dinner had been en
joyed the meeting was called to
order by the Pomona Master,
Mr.
Bion Wing and singing led by Mr.
F. C. Woxthiley of Strong was the
first on the program.
State Lectur
er Purington was then introduced
who spoke quite briefly but to the
point.
His subject was on
the
better equalization of school taxat
ion.
He said:
I want to hall attention to the im
portant place held by the country
schools and the necessity of giving
them every reasonable consideration
ti nt will increase their usefulness.
The growing interest in the develop
ment of agriculture is very favor
able to the State of Maine with its
low-priced farm land and near by
markets.
But our people must keep
in mind the fact that the growth and
development of the country towns is
greatly retarded because the educa
tional opportunities offered children
in the country schools are much be
low the average in both quality and
quantity.
A man’s enthusiasm about
country life diminishes
somewhat
when he finds it impossible to edu
cate his children there.
The economic welfare of our State
requires a greater degree of effic
iency in the rural schools. The aver
age cost of instruction for
each
pupil is much greater in the coun
try than in the city schools.
On
account of lack of funds even with, a
heavy rate of local
taxation for
school purposes the country towns
can only pay their teachers
about
one-half what teachers in city schools
receive.
The best teachers are attracted to
the cities.
Figures taken from the
latest Maine School Report show
there were one hundred and thirtynine towns and cities in Maine that
maintained schools not less than 180
days while 38 towns did not exceed
130 days, showing a difference of 50
days or ten weeks in the school year.
This shows that a desirable equality
of educational opportunity is not
afforded all children.
Our present method of distribut
ion of State common school funds is
iu t proving adequate. Burdens and
benefits do not seem to be fairly
distributed.
Those towns with the
short school year are taxing them
selves much higher locally for school
ti’.an the towns with the long school
year.
Any distribution of
funds
made on a valuation basis does not
(Continued on page fiv e .)
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. VV. Brackett Co.
Phillips, Maine

P H IL L IP S ,

Floyd Parker, the druggist, is serv
ing some very fine ice cream.
He
v ill fill any orders for parties, etc.
The following items were clipped
from the Rumford Falls Times about
people well-known in Phillips:
Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Sparks
returned
Sunday frem their two weeks’ visit
at Ocean Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
A. Pettengill entertained a party of
fiiends at a picnic supper on the Is
thmus road, last Friday evening. A
fine repast c*f broiled mackerel,
green corn, coffee and cake was
served.
Dr. E. A. Sheeliy and Rev.
Fr. A. J. Barry returned from their
auto trip last Friday evening. They
left Rumford Monday and enjoyed a
delightful drive to Little Falls, N.
Y., Dr. Sheehy’s former home. The
distance travelled was 1010
miles
and there was not even a puncture.
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Haley and Mr.
and Mrs. A, S. Beedy took'a trip to
Augusta last week iu the former’s
Overland car.
Lecture on Turkey in Peace and
War at Wilbur ball to-night.
Mrs, Ada Parker Perkins of Low
ell, Mass., wag in town last week,
the guest of her brothers, Weston
and Adelphus Parker.
She went to
Rangeley last Thursday to visit her
brother, Edgar and sister, Mrs. Clara
Quimby.
Her son, Paul, who
is
principal of a High school in Lowell,
and who has been spending the sum
mer in Rangeley, will accompany her
Lome the first of September. Mrs.
Perkins has been in Maine but once
in 29 years and that was five years
ago, when she and Mr. Perkins made
a hurried trip to attend her brotherin-law's funeral at Rangeley.
The first invasion of suffragettes in
Phillips which has been recorded was
Tuesday, when, a big green car with
a New Jersey license, covered liberal
'y with banners bearing “ Votes for
Women” passed through town.
Guy Everett passed Sunday with his
wife at C. M. Hoyt’s.
The 1913 Club will be entertained
by Mrs. C. E. Parker this -week.
Mrs. Jennie Luce and daughter of
Springfield, Mass., Mrs. Esther Bad
ger of Industry and Mrs. Frank Cole
spent Tuesday with Mrs. C. E. Ber-

Mr. and Mrs. F. I. Lindsey, Mir.
and Mrs. Albert Judkins, Mr.
and
Mrs. F. F. Lunt, Mr. Merry and Mis-s
Carville of West Farmington were in
Phillips, Sunday, the guests of Berry
& Pinkhiam.
After stopping a few
hours with them, they all decided to
take a trip to Haines Landing. They
took dinner at Oquossoc. Mr. Lind
sey went in lids Overland car, Mr.
Judkins his Reo and Mr. Pinkilvam
with his Ford, better known as the
“ road louse,” but he luad no trouble
in keeping up with them.
After
looking the place over they returned
to Berry & Pinkhiam’s, wihere they
partook of a chicken supper prepared
by Mrs. Pinkham which was enjoyed
by all, and also seeing ber canned
fruit, etc., as it is a sight
worth,
seeing, and they sampled several
cans.
At 10.30 p. in. tihe
jolly
party started for home in a downpouring of rain biut it was a merry
party and all enjoyed the day.
The Circle of King’s
Daughters
will meet with Miss Cora Wheeler
Friday evening, September 3.
Guy Sweetser of
Farmington is
visiting his grandmother, Mrs. F. B.
Sw'eetser and other relatives in town
for a few days.
Friends here of Miss Blanche
Smith of Lewiston will be interested
to know that she was recently unit
ed in marriage with Alton J. Danforth o f Eastport.
Miss Smith is a
graduate of the Farmington Nor
mal School and has held the princi
pal ship of the Eastport
Grammar
School for eight years, where
she
was greatly liked and very efficient.
Mir Danforth is a* jeweler in Eastport and is one of the highly
re
spected young men
of that city.
Congratulations are
extended them
from friends in this
vicinity. Miss
Smith was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Smith formerly of Phil
lips.
The seventh annual reunion of the
Kennedy family was held Thursday
at the farm home of John Kennedy
o f New Vineyard.
There was din
ner at nocn, in charge of Mrs. Annie
Orcutt, Mrs. Hattie
Stewart, Mrs.
Leigh Barker and Mrs. F. H. Ken
nedy.
In the afternoon there was
a literary and musical program, ar
ranged by Mrs. F. H. Kennedy.

a toy rubber balloon. Blow it-up. It
stretches and stretches but at a cer
tain point it breaks. And after that
the balloon is no good. It can’t be
blown up again. The same is true
N E E D AS M U C H L O O K IN G A F T E R
with a truck tire, only in a different
AS T H E P N E U M A T IC .
way. Put a solid tire on a truck and
load the truck. The tire compresses
and compresses up to a certain point
Something T h a t the Average D riv er and then breaks. Once it is broken
it can’t be used again with satisfac
H^s Always Been Too Apt
tory results
to Disregard.
“ The best tire advice that we can
"Much is said about tbe care nec-1 give a truck owner, then, is—“ Equip
essary to obtain good service from j your truck with tiros adequate to car
pneumatic tires. But there isn’t much j ry the load you want to put on them—
said (about the care of solid tires,” de- i then give your driver hard and fast
dares the head of a tire and rubber instructions that to that point he shall
company, ‘‘and as tbe truck industry load the truck and no farther.”
develops this becomes a more and
more important subject. In fact, one
hears rather how truck tires don’t
need any watching. That probably ac
counts for a good deal of the tire trou
ble truck owmers experience. It is
true that compared to pneumatic tires
solids need little care, but what care Credit Should Be Given to the
they do need is absolutely essential
Automobile for Big Ac
to full mileage.
complishment.
“ By far the most important precau
tion is to see that your tires are not
overloaded. And here is the reason.
Everybody realizes that rubber, if WORTH THE MONEY INVESTED
stretched too far, will break. Very
few people realize that rubber, if com
pressed too tightly, will break also. Lure of City Life No Longer So Pow
That is just what happens when too
erful as It Has Been fo r Reasons
great a load is imposed on a truck
W hich Are Obvious— Car
tire. The tire is crushed between two
Gives the Chance for
unyielding surfaces, the road and the
Recreation.
steel base of the tire. If the load is
too great, the -compression becomes
too much and the molecular structure
The old question of how to keep
of the rubber is broken down.
the boy on the farm has been an
"Another point in connection with swered by the motor car. The auto
this matter of overloading that isn’t mobile is keeping more youngsters at
generally understood is that one over work on the old homestead today than
loading will ruin_a tire for good. Take any promise of city wealth could ever
do. The wild scramble ou the part of
farm-bred boys and girls to get work
in the cities is fast becoming a thing
of the past. The motor car has
brought the cities to them.
In the past, expert investigators
have declared that one reason for the
Gold and Gold Filled
high cost of living is the scarcity of
in
farm help. They have pointed out the
that the lem u r's son, as soon as
Various Designs and Shapes. fact
he is able to strike out for himself,
goes to the city, attracted not so much
by the better wages offered there as
by the opportunity tor enjoyment. The
bright lights, the theaters and crowds
PHILLIPS. ME.
aJl bedel for him the same fascination

CARE OF SOLID TIRES

KEEPS BOY ON EARN!

PENDANTS AND
CHAINS

A. G. CRONKHITE,

always lived in the city. The latter
would not entertain the idea of going
to work in the rural districts.
With both ends thus working
against the farm, it is small wonder
that the price of produce steadily
crept higher and higher. Agricultur
ists found that they must boost the
price of their product in order to pay
for planting, tending and marketing
those products. But the coming of the
automobile has changed these condi
tions.
A t an investment of one or two
thousand dollars the average farmer
who has growing children can assure
himself of their co-operation on the
farm. When he buys a car the call of
the city is no longer alluring. His
sons and daughters have the oppor
tunity for recreation they have al
ways sought. They are practically
as independent as the youngsters
whose parents live in the suburbs.
On Sunday their car will take them
as far and as fast as they want to
travel. In the evening they can run
to the city and attend a theater, a
concert, or any other amusement they
desire, and get back home again as
soon as the suburban dweller.
Heretofore, these trips to the city
were denied. The driving horse, no
matter how high bred or capable, be
ing limited to a comparatively slow
speed, the farmer boy who lived ten
miles from the city found it impos
sible to make the round trip in less
than three or four hours. Not only
did his trip cut into the working day,
but it curtailed his sleep as well.
The motor car has annihilated dis
tance. A ten-mile run in a car re
quires only a few minutes, especially
since improved highways have been
provided in nearly every community.
With a car the full day’s work can be
completed and the trip to the city
and back again with a visit to the
theater between drives can be easily
accomplished.
As a result the young man is more
content to remain on the farm than
ever before. He has every advantage
offered to the city workers with the
added incentive of being a great part
of the time in the healthful open air.
His. recreation is provided and the
city to which he has always looked
with longing eves has been brought
to his door.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES
We sold 45 pounds of oiuir special
Saturday candy last week. Your box
is here.
F. E. Parker.
The Ladies’ Home Journal
Woma,n’s Hbme Companion, The Ladies’
World and other ladies’ magazines
at Henry True’s.
Sedgeley & Co., are closing
out
odds and ends of summer goods at
low prices.
Bread fresh every day at Toothaker’s Cash Store.
Fruit of all kinds this week. Nine
bushels of blackberries to can at
Bean’s.
The new Edison Phonograph with
the diamond point producer.
The
latest one out.
C. F. Chandler &
Son.
Fills tlie quickest, keeps the clean
est, and writes
the best.
The
Crocker “ Ink-Tite.”
Sold by A.
G. Cronkhite.
Sweaters for men in
various
weights and sizes at D. F. Hoyt’s.
The Harrington-Richardson
shot
guns with patent ejector and pistol
grip.
The best shooting gun made
fo" $5.00.
Phillips Hardware Co.
Try Veedol once and be sati^ied
that it is^the best oil on the market.
For sale by Rollins & Bean.
A good bargain for someone in
the Batchelder bakery. H. E, Batc.helder.
Embroidery linens and towelings at
C. M. Hoyt’s.
To Rem ove Insect in Ear.

If an insect gets into a person’s ear
the person should lie down at once
on the opposite side and have the af
fected ear filled up with sweet olive
oil, which will probably kill the insect
R ather a Fine D istinction.
An archeologist in Egypt wanted tc and cause it to float to the part of
take home some relics, but was work the ear where it can be picked out.
ing for a “ fund” to which all his dis
coveries belonged. So he went oui
A Toast.
on a holiday, dug some articles, anc
Here’s
to
the
mouth! It 1s the gro
claimed them as nis own because hi
cer’s friend, the orator’s pride and the
did the work on his own time.
dentist’s hope.

W ENT
AT

Toothaker Park, Phillips

Sat., Auqust 28
$300 IN PURSES $300
2.35 Class
2.28 Class
Free For All

Purse $100
Purse $100
Purse $100

B A SE BALL
Between the fast Strong and Stratton Teams.
A d m ission to P a rk 3 5 c .

T ea m s an d A u tos Free.

We Still Sell All the

BOSTON PAPERS
Daily and Sunday.
A big list of magazines always found
AT

H E N R Y T R U E \S
Magazines not in stock will be ordered
promptly. Subscriptions for the Bos
ton papers for the month or year.
Agency for Globe Steam Laundry.

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A I N E , A U G U S T 26, 1915,
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oes.
For a century before our great) A solo by Miss Florian Wheeler feeds are satisfying and "bulky and at
war, citizen, statesman and reformer atd declamations by Albert Scamman the same time sufficiently nutritious
Hard to Cover Up Faults.
Qb i e*nt a word in advanea. No headline ot hind clear visions of the irrepressible and Antonio Croteau were much en to cause the sows to gain from fifty
Do not congratulate yourself that
Other cfieptay. Sutogects in a. b» c. ord«r
to
seventy-five
pounds
in
live
weight
conflict between freedom and slavery joyed, and the committee are very
you have covered up your own faults.
during pregnancy. A mixture of equal
that rent its bonds on the memor grateful to these young people for parts, by weight., of the feeds men You may find that your neighbor
JPOR SALE OR E X C H A N G E —Young, able day that witnessed the firing c their assistance, in making the pro tioned, fed in the form of a thick slop, knows more about you than you real
ize, and some of those little things
gram a pleasing one.
■ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy Fort Sumter.
is always very satisfactory. This in which you think are not known out
and light.
'Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross.
The meeting closed by the entire sures an equal proportion and distri side of your own family may be even
The savage and inhuman feeding of
bution of the various feeds and is rel now common property of those on the
Phillips, Me.
hungry tigers and lions on the bodies company singing America.
ished
by the animals. The corn may other side of the fence.
of Christian youths and
maidens in
The committee in charge can feel
FOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots in the gladiatorial contests in the tl at the Grange Field Day was a be fed on the ear and the alfalfa need
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
amphitheatre in order to give the success.
WINSHIP DISTRICT
populace a Roman holiday ended only
FOR SALE—Good potatoes at my with the death of the monk Who in
storehouse.
B. F. Beal, Phillips.
protest gave Ms life to stay the
August 24.
slaughter while he was cured and ex
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Hanson
of
WANTED—Girl for general
house ecrated with the howling mob of
work.
Mrs. Joel Wilbur.
Avon have been guests of Mr. and
Rome’s populace because they by
Mrs. Weston Parker this week.
this noble act were stayed in their
WANTED—Washings. Will call for entertainment and enjoyment of the
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Toothaker were
and deliver them.
Mrs. F. King, bloody slaughter of fellow humans.
callers
in the neighborhood Tuesday.
Box 39, Phillips, Me.
The bull fight, until a dozen years
Blackberries are getting ripe and
ago in Cuba, has yielded by its ces
are very plenty.
LOST—String of amethyst rosary
Healthy and Vigorous Type.
sation to the coming of American FURNISH SWINE PURE WATER
beads with gold cross, on Blake Hill,
School in this district will begin
not be cut, and the rest of the ration
life into Cuba.
Intemperance reign
Phillips, Sunday.
Suitable reward.
Monday, August 30, Miss Dulia Hatch
should
be
given
as.
a
thick
slop.
ed unchallenged by the nations, even Hogs Do Not Drink Out of Filthy
Mrs. Daniel Delley, Rangeley.
Brood sows weighing from 300 to of Farmington will teach and will
by the church,, until a hundred or so
Pools as Matter of Choice— In
350
pounds usually can be kept on board with Mrs. Weston Parker.
diana Incident Is Related.
years ago.
Ponce de Leon sought in
one of the above rations for about
A large new flag, 6x9 feet, is ready
SPEAK ERS A T F IE L D D A Y
Florida, history tells us, perpetual
to fly from the flag pole at th.e
We have heard men argue that hogs $1.50 a month.
youth in some visionary fountain fan
If you live in a section where these schooillouse the first day of school.
do not require pure water since they
cied to exist in that beautiful land
(Continued fro m page four.)
exhibit their disregard in this matter can be grown, sugar beets or giant This flag was bought with some cf
of flowers.
by commonly drinking out of filthy half-sugar mangels may be used to the money gotten at the hex supper
tend to equalize the schcc.1 burden or
Just as eagerly men have fancied pools. It is not improbable that a hog form the bulky portion of tue ration
bring relief where it is most needed.
last spring.
Two new screen doors
the
wild spirit in intoxicating drinks o a herd may become so degenerate and to replace the bran. The sugar
Under our present method of distri
beets or mangels can be cut up and and screens at all the windows will
in
its
habits
as
to
pay
no
attention
bution of State school funds several gcve strength of muscle, brilliancy of to the supply of their drinking water.
cities and towns
receive all the wit and thought, courage and fiery But this degeneracy, or what else you
money required to support their com-1 ?ner^ « and' strang€ as k
seem’ may name it, is not a matter of en
mon schools without raising a single Imen of learning have thought alcohol vironment, says a writer in Farmers’
additional dollar by local taxation, j was a food and tended to length of Review. Hogs do not differ from oth
er animals in adapting themselves to
while others must raise locally, even j yfcars
The Outlook of June 30, 1915, said: their surroundings. In fact it is one
to maintain the short school year
which they have, from $10 to $25 for I In the year 1840 Robert Warner, a Of the laws of nature that a species
which can best adapt itself to varying
every scholar in their schools.
It member of the Society of Friends conditions stands the best chance to
and
a
total
abstainer
from,
intoxicatwould seem as if some legislative ac-1
survive. The hog accepts filthy water
tion ought to be taken to remove ] ar liquors, applied to an English, life when there is nothing better. After h
I
insurance
company
for
a
policy.
such great inequality of school bur
while he loses his taste for pure water.
The directors made a condition for
Our remarks on this subject are
den and privilege.
granting the policy that he* pay 10 prompted by the following incident re
Districts should be taxed according
p.er cent more than the
ordinary ported by one of our Indiana readers:
to the number of scholars in school
premiam because, as they viewed his This man had been in the habit of al
and the number of weeks of school.
case, he was thin and watery and lowing his herd of hogs to secure wa
State Master Stetson was called
mentally cranked in that be repudiat ter from a more or less muddy creek.
cn for some remarks.
Although he
ed the gocd things cf God as found On account of the prevalence of dis
ease on a farm above him he decided
had given an interesting address in
in alcoholic drinks.
to provide water for the herd "with a
the forenoon, all are pleased to hear
• On December 10, 1914, at a conven hog fountain. In hauling the fountain
Mr. Stetson at any time, as lie al
tion of presidents of American life to its position in the pasture he had
ways has something to bring to the I,
insurance companies held in the city to cross the creek and in getting to
Grangers and presents the same in ;
of New York, Arthur Hunter, chair this point a number of hogs out of
an interesting manner.
He called |
man of the Central Bureau cf Med- curiosity had followed. They contin
the roll and found that every Grange !
:co-Actiu,ral Mortality Investigation, ued to follow him across the creek
in this jurisdiction was represented 1representing 43 companies and cover and to the final location of the foun
tain, where they drank to their full
wbioh was unusual, and that there ji .
^
__ .
.
„ Mn
ing the records of over
mg
2,000,000 when the water was turned into the
wore also members from the Granges
, ,,
. .
„
,
. „
_
! policy holders, reported on results of drinking places.
from the following places: Cumber- \
’
.
..
*
,
’ a very searching
searcmng investigation, —
and1
land Cbesterville, Temple,
South
classed liquor dealers among
the
GUARD AGAINST HOG CHOLERA
Berwick, Franklin, Mass., North Jay,
most hazardous risks and even very
Farmington and Bangor.
moderate drinkers as decidedly un- W here Farm er Wishes to Increase His
The principal speaker tor the after-I gf)fe> exhibiting a higher mortality
Herd He Should Buy A nim als
noon was Prof. W . E. Sargent, princi*! than total abstainers,
From Uninfected T e rrito ry .
pa! of Hebron Academy for many j T,he 74 yearS that have intervened
years, and a very able speaker. Al between tlhe.se two incidents have wit (By M. H. REYNOLDS, Minnesota E x
periment Station.)
though not a member of the order he ness-ed a complete revolution in sen
A farmer living in uninfected terri
is deeply interested in the
many timent cn the alcohol question, based
good movements which have origin upon ethibal, scientific, sociological, tory and who wishes to increase his
herd should do so if possible by rais
ated in the Grange and which, have and economic investigaticn and ex ing his own stock or buying from the
been successfully carried out, and perience.
As a result, we find ar "immediate neighborhood where be can
tlie bright prospects for future de rayed against alcohol as a beverage be sure there has been no cholera.
velopments.
Prof. Sargent said in the church, social workers, educators There can he no assurance of entire
part:
scientists and statesmen with big bus safety to the neighborhood if hogs are
“Temperance movement like other iness as a recent recruit. Such strange shipped in any stock car or pass
through any stockyards or have had
great movements, is a reform move notions had even the officers of in
any real serum-virus treatment. “Doc
ment, a great revolution, physicial, surance companies less than 100 tored” virus is being sent out by some
social, intellectual, moral, and spirit- years ago, such ignorance as in the commercial firms. This is safe if suf
ural.
Like all great basal and vital light of common knowledge
to-day ficiently “doctored;” but it is of no
reforms, its growth and victory are would lead the company on to finan use so far as conferring immunity is
wrought only by time, consecration, cial ruin, as I will later on demon concerned.
determination and as wise strategy strate to ycu.
the
as has ever been employed by the
The forces Of rum less £fian a CARE IN FEEDING BROOD SOW fed raw dr may be cooked and* with contribute to the comfort of
There are also some new
middlings and other meal made into room.
greatest generals in their contests on century ago were secure in their for
the battlefield.
All great reforms tress enormous wealth, by the maim- W isconsin Station Secures Satisfac a thick slop. Soy beans kept on the lamps and a curtain for the stage.
vine make excellent winter feed for
tory Results From Corn, W heat
Weston Parker, Alpbcnzo Marson
from the earliest ages awaited for fp cturers, by the governments of
swine. They can be stacked in or and. Gerald Luice are helping Miss
Middlings and A lfalfa.
their fulfillment ripeness of time most of the nations wihicih reaped
near the hog lot in the fall and fed
Mary Newman get her hay.
end Heaven ordained men and lier- revenues from the monopolies of fav
out as needed. The hogs will get
On
farms
where
many
kinds
of
orites of rulers.
T.he churoli at that
abundant
exercise
working
over
the
grain are grown there should be little
time was also on the side of . th.e or no difficulty in providing a suit pile of vines in search of the beans.
Y ott like to ; go liquor interest. In order to under able ration. For several years mature
stand the' greatness of th.e figlht a- brood sows in the Wisconsin experi
Stole Pie F ifty Years Ago.
gainst the fortified and
protected ment station herd have been fed ra
W. B. Gornto of Barney returned
power of alcohol, let me give you tions composed of one-third corn, from the Confederate reunion at Rich
FO B
one-third wheat middlings and one- mond bitterly disappointed because
some history made righ.it at l ome.
GUNS AND
he
could
not
find
the
woman
he
stole
third
wheat
bran
or
alfalfa.
Such
Rum men who try to throw dust in
F IS H -R O D S
a pie from 50 years ago when he was
the eyes of tnutih and reason
will
with the Confederate army in that
William F. Nye is the great
tell you there is more drinking thJan
T h o rarely yon 4 f ii in toy tlii V »city.
tlonal Hport«msn Magaxlao ‘With ltf
est
authority on refined oils in the
ever.
I
am
willing
to
admit
that
160 richly Illustrated page*, full to
He carries a deep scar on his hand
overflowing with Interesting stories
there is more liquor drinking in the
.and valuable Information about
a3
a
memento
of
the
lady’s
resentment
world.
H e was the first bottler; has
Of an Occasional Trip to
guns, fishing tackle, camp-outfits—
.the best places to go for fish »nd
over the loss of the pie.
world than a century ago. It is true.
the
largest
business and NYOIL
game,. and ft thousand in d one
After an all-night march the troops
valuable “ How to” hints fo i
It is also true that there is more
Sportsmen. The Rational Sportsis
the
best
oil
he has ever made.
tt»n lg just like ft big camp-fire In
water drunk now than a century Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the of which Mr. Gornto was one were be
1 the •woods where thousands of
ing
hurried
through
Richmond
with
NYOIL
good fellows gather once a
ago, more air breathed, more wheat
month and spin stirrlngyarns
out time for breakfast. This woman
about their experiences
HAS
NO EQUAL.
and
corn
eaten,
more
shoes
and
sock
with rod.dogjrlfle end
had pies displayed on a window ledge
cnn. All this for 15c
worn.
Your herd of 100 cattle will Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a and Mr. Gornto grabbed one. The
Beware of scented mixtures called
- copy or 11.00 fo*
. whole yea* with
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
drink more water than your herd of
woman made a swipe at him with a
w atch fo b .
Home During1Your Stay.
where a light .oil is needed. It pre
10. AM the nations grow7- in popula- Positively the Only First-Class Modern butcher knife and cut his hand, but
Special Offer
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
t-'on.
A century ago the
United House In the City, With All Conven he held on to the pie. The next sol tion.
Mall ns 25c In
stamps or coin
iences
Including
Hot
and
Cold
Running
dier who tried to grab a pie got his
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
States numbered 7,200,000;
to-day,
for e three
Water and Local and Long Distance fingers almost cut off. Mr. Gornto
months’ trial
your firearms and your rod. You will
100,000,000, and the latter number of Telephone in All Rooms.
subscription to
t h e nation*!
find it by far the best. Hardware and
shys that pie saved his life
Sportsmen and
people will sin more, swear
and Just a step from PUmnment Square
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
«re will send you
curse and gossip more than the 7,bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
FREE of Charge
Restaurant Connected. Rates Reasonable.
Not the Only Ones.
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
000,000 of a century ago.
But to Take the ''Jitney’’ or Munjoy Hill car f om
__e o f our handsome
'Grm ulo Gold watch fobs
New Jersey robins used a two-dolUnion Station.
say that the aggregate of our popula
European Plan Only. Rates $1.00 and up.
WM. F. NYE,
lar bill as material for a nest. They
leathtt strap and gold plated’ bucUe7lWil^^***
tion to-day are more of them com
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
are not the only builders who have
NATIONAL SPORTSMAN'
New Bedford, Mas*.
mon drinkers is easier to disprove
put all the money they could get to
2 3 1 Colum bus A v e .,
B oston , M a ss.
H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
than rolling off a log.”
gether
into
a
home.
Proprietors.

Hunting
lushing,

Trapping

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE
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BANKER GOOD
TRAPSHOOTER
Some Observations About Business
at the Traps.

M A IN E

WOODS,

In 1913 Mr. Raup won the champion
ship of his home state, breaking 95
ou of 100 for the honc-r.
Another
one of Ms winnings this year was
accomplished as a member of the
Badger Gun Club of Milwaukee,
which won the Inter-State
Team
Shoot at Chicago, Mlay 9.
-Consistent shooting has probably
been the moist conspicuous feature of
Mr. Raup’s trap record.
He keeps
on making good scores year after
year, and in the process- continues
an important part of his training for
the activities of business.

It would be interesting to know
just bow many bankers in the Unit
ed States are shooters.
A man who handles a great bulk of
correspondence from trap enthusiasts
says that a considerable percentage
of lias correspondents are connected
with financial institutions in some
A VETER A N CAMPER
RENDERS
way or other.
VALUABLE
S E R V IC E
TO
No, it isn’t necessary that a man
T H O S E IN Q U E S T OF
should be a banker to enable hm
O U T D O O R R E C R E A T IO N
to shoot iat the traps; the over
whelming majority of trap-shooters
By A. Hunter.
are undoubtedly men who get their
A man once returned from a cer
daily bread in less remunerative op
tain angling resort, saying that while
erations.
It is easily possible for
he had found the fishing good -the
a man to enjoy a lively afternoon’s
catching had proved rotten. This is
sjK>r.t at the traps for the price of
a pretty common experience of those
a seat at the theatre or baseball
who go first and inquire afterwards.
game.
It is a sport within
the
The “ wherewithal” is mighty import
reach of every man’s pocketbook.
ant, of course, but the ‘‘where”
Here is the point: Bankers have
to keep brain, nerves and
eyes
keen and muscles active. They must
be in prime condition at ail times-—
with all faculties alert—to consider
bie propositions.
They must be abl
to readily size up men, values, plans
and policies ancl to make sound de
cisions quickly.
So they naturally
favor a sport that ;s a builder of tine
aforesaid qualities and conditions.
From the ranks of the bankers
came the winner of the
Western
Handicap,' Mr. Wan. J. Raup, assis
tant cashier of tine City Bank of
Portage, Portage, Wis.
Mr. Raup is
a fine type of the clean, progressive
American business man who is be
coming more and more prominent in
trap-shooting circles.
“ ‘Billy’ Raup’s win was one of
the most popular that I have known
about in the recent history of the
sport,” says a well-known sporting
editor, who saw the banker trapshooter triumph over a field of 230
shooters at the big St. Louis Meet,
June 17. “ There never has been any
better shooting than Raup did in.
that gruelling race for the Western
Handicap event,’’ continues the _sjfort
writer.
“ He banged through to a
tie with two other splendid shooters,
breaking 97 of the 100 birds, shooting
a Remington pump gun and the spee
shells. Then came the severest test
that can come to any shooter—the
shoot-off before a big ‘gallery’
of
spectators.
In this event forty tar
gets were thrown.
Raup stood up
like the dependable veteran that he
is and broke 37 out of the 40. His
WM. J. RAUP, PORTAGE, (WI
competitors broke but 36,
whichgave the verdict to the man from
•comes as a close second.
Wisconsin on two counts.’ ’
From Alaska to Newfoundland,
The Western Handicap, one of
from California to the Gulf of Mex
the Interstate Association’s largest
ico there are
numberless places
tournaments, was only one of a long
where the “ catching” is fine. Why
line of winnings registered by Mr.
not find them out?
Raup during his career at the traps.
This,, for som-ei years, has been the
In 1910 he won the preliminary hand
icap of the Grand American Handi main purpose in life of the wellcap at Chicago, breaking 99 cut of known big game hunter and fisher^
lias
100, and coming out of a shoot-off main, C. T. Summer son, Who
with flying colors, breaking 20 established an Information Bureau
straight against his competitor’s 17. and Guides’ Registry at Abercombie’s Camp, 311 Broadway, New York
C-ity.
The name ctf the sportsmen
is legion, and a strong advance guard
has begun to march upon him. They
know that he arranged the remark
able trip taken by Captain James A.
Morrison, of the Grenadier Guards,
now at the front in Belgium,
and
accompanied him to Alaska, where
the World’s Record Osborni caribou
was obtained, and fifty-seven other
specimens, including moose, caribou,
stieep, grizzly, brown and black bear,
deer, goat, elk, etc.
Men of promin
ence, such as Mr. E. C. Converse,
Mr. Albert Z. Gray, Mr. Chas. Oelrichs and many others, have sought
his advice and gone on rejoicing.
“ It is perfectly easy,” declares
ord er a sack c
Summer-son.
“ All you need, to start
W illiam Tell Flow
with,, is to have hunted for a score
of years, and likewise fished,
all
and you n e e d n ’ t worry
over the country.
Then you only
about baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
have to read everything that is pub
Cakes and pies? Biscuit?
lished in sportsmen’s papers about
The best you ever tasted!
successful- trips and lay every bit of
Besides, William Tell goes
farthest — worth remem
useful information aside.
Then you
bering when living is so
just correspcnd with all the guides
high. Think of all this,
ever mentioned and ask them
the
and instead of ordering1
names of all the people they ever
“ flour” order
led afield.
After this yon find out
from the latter whether the guides
gave perfect satisfaction. One goes
around oneself, between
breathing
times to find out exactly the lay of
the land.
Then all you have to do
is to sit down and aswer a few hun
C. H . M cKenzie T rad ing Co.,
dred letters a day from eager sportsPhillips, M aine.
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A. and R. Frank W. Batten-burg of
Scranton, Penn., then
crossed the
Lakes, were here for a few
day*’
rest this week, then
continued to
strike the trail over the country.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Hazen c-f Bos
“ S H O O T A S H O T G U N IF Y O U A R E Party W ill Go on a Month’ s Trip ton, who have been here for several
weeks left for home this morning, go'N E R V O U S ,” SAYS 95-LB G IR L
to W ild s of Maine.
in" via the chain of lakes, then to
TRAPSHOOTER.
Umbagcg lake and Dixville Notch,
home by the W hite Mountains.
(Special
Correspondence.)
Mrs. Ada Schilling, of San Jose,
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin,
who
Mountain View House, Rangeley
crack shotgun shot, recently broke
has
charge
of
Our
Lady
of
the
more than 90 birds out of a possible Lake, August 20.—The fine weather
100 at the three days’ trapslhcot tour makes everybody happy and daily Lakes church at Oquossoc has been
spending the week at his old home
brings a crowd.
nament hold at Venice.
In Lowe” Mass.
This is conceded a remarkable
Camp Don’t Worry is taken for the
It is nuc-sit pleasing to learn an
average, says the San
Francisco remainder of the season by Dr. and
effort
is being made and an enthus
Daily News.
Mrs. Schilling
will Mrs. Frank Howie and son, Frank M.<
iastic meeting was held in the big
soon go to the mountains to bag Jr., and Miss Margaret Talloek
of
some game—big and small.
Scime New York, who came in their touring parlor of this -hotel last night to ar
range for the building o f a beautiful
of her best shooting bias been done car.
Tilde is tliieir first visit to
as
on hunting trips; target
shooting Mountain View and they are mu chi new church at Oquossoc, and
there is only the little Catholic chap-,
only keeps lie-r In practice.
Mrs. pleased with the place.
el at Oquossoc and a Baptist church
Schill in g began her career as a
Mrs. Arthur -Sylvester and child
marks worn an with a rifle at inani ren of Montclair, N. J., have been and Catholic chapel at Rangeley vil
lage, no doubt thousands of dollars
mate targets; shotgun shooting was1 joined by Mr. Sylvester.
can he raised and a minister paid a
taken up later and she now declares
Mrs. H. F. Hollow-ay and daughter,
v to be the better sport.
‘‘Using Miss Jeanette N. Holloway of Mont goed salary with hut little effort, and
a shotgun gives a woman self-confi clair, N. J., were heartily greeted by it is hoped the church will he built
dence,” declares Mrs. Schilling; “ it old friends on their arrival Saturday and ready to dedicate early in .the
season of 1916.
and will later he joined by Mr. Hol
Last week A. Montgomery, Jr., and
loway.
sons, Kenneth and DeForest of New
“ Fisherman Hawkins” o f Provi
York and their friend, W. Roger
dence, R. I., is again on duty after
Fronefield c-f Moylan, Penn.,
with
an illness of several days, but he did
four guides, Fred Fowler, Jim O’not forget the art of landing the big
Erio-n, Carrol Hewey and Frank Fall
fish for 'he brought in a 6% pound
started for a month’s trip in the
salmon one day recently.
vilds of Maine, that will be one of
A. C. Sayer of New York also re
adventure.
From here they first go
cords a 3% pound salmon this week.
Then from Moosehead
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Liebman of to Kineo.
they go through unknown
country,
New York, who have enjoyed a numand
will
not
be
heard
from
again
un: her of seasons at Mountain
View
tiJ they reach Fort Kent. They will
have returned for an extended stay. I
take a trip down the St. Jo-hn riv
Mrs. West Bissell of Philadelphia
er and a lic-st o f friends will expect
left this morning for Kineo, after a
Mountain
pleasant stay of six weeks and plans “ Montie” will return to
View
by
September
12,
which
is for
to be back early next year.
his friends a day to celebrate, as they
Dr. Arthur L. Beals and Dr. Ed
ward S. Bryant of Brockton, Mass., help him to pass a milestone along
All will be eager to
who are on an auto trip to this life’s highway.
part of Maine made a short stay here hear of their experiences while “ far
this week and regretted they could fro-m the haunts of men,” and wel
come them back again.
not get rooms to remain longer.
men, and make sure that each one
is referred to a satisfactory place.”
It is so easy that many people won
der that Summers,on e v e r manages
to find the time to get hits hair cut.

S.) BANKER AND TRAPSHOOTER
quickens the action of the eye and
brings every muscle into play.
It
is a positive cure for nervousness.”
AT

BELGRADE

Belgrade Lakes, Me., August 16.—
Beautiful Belgrade Lakes' So often
heard from the many visitors now
in the place and there are many at
the present time, more than
was
ever known at one time. Every
place filled to overflowing and all
are happy.
Mr. Edward Barslow of Somerville
Mass., is visiting his friend, J. Bert
ram Lord of the Central House.
Miss Mary L. Parker of Baltimore,
Md., is visiting her brother, Harvey
Parker.
Recent arrivals: E. W. Remis,
Malden, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. E. W.
Buchanan, Miss Marjorie Buchanan,
New York City; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Ranger, New Rochelle; John O’Con
nor, Brooklyn, -N. Y .; Mr. and Mrs.
John N. North-, Boston; Wlm. G. Hill,
Portland, Me.; Chas. Pajer,
New
Haven, Conn.; William A. Bradford,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; -Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
Clark, New Haven, Conn.; Miss E.
F. Byer, Buckley, N. Y.; Mr. and
Mrs. I. Leshorn, Nevt1 York; Prof. R.
H. and Mrs. Chittenden, New Haven;
Rev. Dr. E. A. White, Glen Ridge,
N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. J. FI. Groteclors,
New York; Dr. A. Herbert Grubb,
West Chester, Pa.;
Dr. G.
FI.
Schilmkman, Baltimore, Md.; Rev. Dr
C. W. Wilson, Glen Ridge, N. J.;
Mr. and Mrs. C. Stuart, Ogden, IN.
^
Mr. and Mrs. H arrs Frederick,
Brockline, Mass.; Paul Martin, Hart
ford, Conn.; Mr. and Mrs. C.
E.
Wand, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Discoli,
Malden, Mass.; Sam Eldsa, William
Pa Ilian, Mi&s Rose
Winters, New
York; Mr. and Mrs. Healey, Provi
dence, R. I.; Mrs. Fielding, Miss Con
stance White, New York.

PRIVATE LINE
TO NEW YORK

The following party came last Sun
D IR E C T O R Y
IN
C O N V E N IE N T
day planning to enjoy life at this
FORM . •
popular summer place until the last
of September:
Mrs. I. N. Lewis,
(C ontinued fro m page th re e )
Robert Lewis, Edwin W. Lewis of
a single officer instead of a commis
Greenwich, Conn., E. W. Morse of
sion in Minnesota and New
York,
New York, Miss J. Maire and Miss
the consolidation of the office o f
Lap-ery of South Carolina.
game warden with that cf several
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Dunham have
other offices under the Public Domain
been joined by their friend, Howard
Commission in Michigan, and under a
P. Wise of Brookline, Mass.
Board of Conservation in Wisconsin,
The following party of well-known
and the reorganization cf the com
Pittsburg, Penn., people in their tour
missions in North Dakota, Ohio, and
ing cars came across the
country
Oregon.
from Eustis for a short stay this
In 45 States and Territories
th-e
week:
Mrs. G. M. Laugh.lin,
Jr.,
enforcement of game laws is intrusted
Miss Katharine S. and G. M. Laughto game commissioners, wardens, or
lin, 3rd., Miss Marcella Callery, Miss
other State officers; in Florida, Mis
Elizabeth, Shaw, Miss Alice
Scully,
sissippi, and Nevada to county war
and Herbert De L. Hawriques of Mor
dens; in Virginia to city and magis
ristown, N. J.; Pierre point,
D.
terial district wardens; and in the
Selireiber of Short Hills, N. J., and
District of Columbia to the Metropol
their guide, Richard Wilson of Jackitan police.
The first special game
man, Me.
officials were the local officers ap
Mrs. J. R. Hawley, Miss A. M. and
pointed in Ma-ssacthusetts in 1739 for
Miss E. J. R. Hawley of Hartford,
the preservation of deer, and called
Conn., came from Spring Lake in
deer reeves in 1764. Moose wardens
the Dead River country and plan to
were appointed in Maine in 1852, and
remain here for sometime.
ducking police in Maryland in 1872.
It seems- strange to hear the tick,
tick, of the telegraph instrument as Tlie first State commissions whose
one steps into the office of this bote’* jurisdiction was extended to include
bu* it Is ticking just the same, and this work were tine fish commissions
over a private wire from here to of California and New Hampshire in
Several national organizations
New York \\4nch. has just been put 1878.
in for the use of a well-known brok ere interested in fli-e protection of
er, Benj. B. Bryan of New Ycrk City, b’ rds and game, o f which two are
really international.
In
addition
who first came here two years ago
State
associations
and
many
local
or
with A. Montgomery, Jr., and was
ganizations
cooperate
in
tibe
work
of
so much pleased with the place he
protecting game in 31 States. One
wished to spend several weeks here
this season, but in order to do so of these associations was organized
he must keep posted in the stock In 1844, another in 1865, and a third
Similar organizations have
market, and as from New York to in 1871.
been
formed
in 8 Provinces of Can
Chicago he has a private wire, de
cided to have one from New York to ’ ada, of which 1 in Nova Scotia was
Mountain View and to send one of established in 1853 and 1 in Quebec
Finally, 38 States have Au
the 18 telegraph operators from his in 1859.
dubon
societies,
organized especially
office to take charge, and the man
for
the
study
and
protection of non
was here and the wire is in order
and the messages being taken,
as game birds.
tbs afteirnoon Mr. and Mrs. Bryan
M ake your purchases fro m M aine
in their touring car, accompanied by
Mrs. Bryan’s sister, Mrs. Allen L. Woods advertisem ents.
Reid of Chicago arrived.
All hope
the coming weeks will bring much
pleasure to the party who hope to
remain until October.
Mrs. T. S. Rowlett, of Brookline,
Mass., this week joined her son and
Mr. Rowlett is expected in a few
Easeup that stiff gun of yours with 3-in-OncI
days.
^Puts smooth-as-velvct action into hammer,
trigger, break-joint, magazine. Prevents
A. E. Si evens of Boston is spend
rust, leading, pitting.
ing .vacation days here.
3-in-One Oil
Dr. and Mrs. B. B. Sleght of Ne
giveslonglifetoguns. Good sportsmen
use it. Youtryitl Allstcrresin 10c, 25c,
wark, N. J., came last week planning
50c bottles, and 6clf-sculing Handy
Oil Cans, 25c. Avoid substitutes.
to remain for a month.
FREE-Sample and Use Dictionary.
Two young gentlemen, who hiked
3-ia-Ono Oil Co., 124 NewSt.
it through the White Mountains, C.
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35 Wincliester carbine and also the
extreme range of same.
is the .2535 large enough for deer, bear and
elk?
Ans. The accurate shooting range
of the .25-35 cartridge is about 500700 yds.
The ultimate range would
be in the neighborhood of 10,000 ft.
A number of these rifles are used
for deer and bear, and also for elk,
but if you are going after this game
particularly, jt is best to use a
heavier cartridge.

Ida Waterhouse of Quincy,
Mass., most interesting sermon at
Our
are in town for a few days, calling Lady of the Lakes church this morn
on friends and relatives.
ing, wrere guests of the hotel for
Charle Montone and his friend, dinner.
Mr. Siieren of New Haven,
Conn.,
Hon. George D. Bisbee of Rumford
are at Mrs. Tainter’s for two weeks. and Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Josselyn of
Miss Belle Latham of Clinton, Portland, who are spending a week
Mass., Miss Helen Latham of New at Oxford Bear Camp, were greeted
York and Allen Latham. of Connecti by friends.
Mr. Bisbee, who first
cut are guests of their brother, Har came here for a fishing trip in 1865
ris Latham.
♦
can tell in an interesting manner the
Miss Worumbo and Mrs. Nathan great changes and improvements that
Wing of Boston are the guests of Dr. have come to this wilderness coun
Abner Wing and bis sister, Mrs. try during that time.
E. H., Punxsuta-wney, Pa.
Green.
A few months ago I came in posE. L. Rankin and friend, Dr. F.
Miss Dunning and Mr. Dunning cf
session of a gun the calibre of which.
R. Chapman of Boston after a two
Boston are the guests of their aunt,
I have been unable to fitnol so I
weeks’ fishing trip, regretfully reeled
Mrs. Charles West of Pine Point.
am sending you a few of the
in and started for home with a good
At the Congregational church Sun
markings' to see if you can .help me
catch of fish to take to their friends,
day evening, Hon. H. B. Austin of
as a proof of their skill angling.
out any.
It is a bolt action; model
Phillips, chairman of the Fish and
1876, has a 24-inc(h round barrel, a
Dr, Henry A. Callahan of Boston
Game Commission gave an interest
C. M., Rapid City, S. D.
I the bcre on the barrel, there should box magazine for four or five cart
invited
a party of 20 for a sail up
ing talk on the Conservation of our
1. How would you interpret the Ibe no further trouble.
ridges.
This name is on the breech
Cupsuptic stream and a shore dinner
Fish
and
Game
Interests.
On
'a
c

“ Migratory Bird Law?"
of the barrel, *‘P. Stevens, Maast“ It was such a
count of the rain, the
attendance on Wednesday.
rich/t” and below it is 202, and I do
Ans. As near as I can figure it L. N. E., Youngstown, O.
jolly
picnic,
there
is nothing like the
was not as large as usual. Miss Liva
I am writing you to ask a few not know whether this is the cal
out, the Federal Migratory Bird Law
vacation,
and Master Linwocd Witbam. sang a life out in the open and
permits the shooting of ducks in questions regarding a recently pur ibre or not.
days
at
Haines
Landing”
was
tine
duet and an orchestra, consisting of
Ans. I do not identify it from the
South Dakota from September 7th to chased .22 S. & W. Bekeart Model
Elmer Metcalf, piano; Mr. Day and verdict of a little Boston lady.
I would suggest that you
December 1 st, that is, dhooting may i Target Revolver purchased several markings.
Miss Bertha I. Poore of Andover
Mr. Staples, violins, and Mr Buker,
be done on September 7th and there-1 weeks ago, and I am having the fcl- ! make a cast of the chamber. This trombone, furnished several select and friend, Mrs. Lila
Periiam of
after up until December 1st,
but j lowing trouble with it: Holding the can be done either with paraffine ions.
Next Sunday evening, H. C. Portland have pitched their tent
not on December 1st.
According to gun the way it naturally fits into wax or better with a mixture cf
Merwin of Boston will give the even among the trees near H. L. W elch’s
the law of South Dakota, the season , xny hand, when I lower it onto the sulphur and graphite, sulphur three ing address and Miss Helen Latham store and are taking thieir meals at
Send the cast of New York will sing.
is from .September 10th to December target, I find the sights always out parts, graphite ore.
the hotel, planning to spend several
1st.
This includes September 10th of line, with blue front sight always to one of the ammunition manufactur
Mrs. Sarah S. Morgan of
New weeks in this delightful way.
away off to the left.
Then to get ers and see if they cannot identify
and dees not include December 1st.
The Mooselookmeguntic ball team
York sang a solo very pleasingly at
2. Will it be lawful to sheet ducks j the sights lined up, I have to twist the cartridge.
went
over to Stratton and “ those ccuo
the Congregational church
Sunday
the gun around so that the muzzle
in the fall?
If so, at what time?
try boys played a mighty good
morning.
H. W., South Marlboro Village.
Ans. I can see no reason
why ' is twisted to the right and then the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Cooley of game,” as they won 4 to 3, and the
1. Will a .32 S. & W. cartridge fil
sights
are
in
line.
I
have
to
hold
you should net begin planning a ,
New
York, who were recently mar Yale and Harvard boys want to prac
tlie place where a .32 Colt is suppos
duck hunt sometime during the above, them there by keeping my mind on
ried
are
spending their honeymoon tice!
it, as if I forget it, they slip back ed to be used?
The many friends of Mrs. H. L.
mentioned seasen.
at
the
log
bungalow.
Ans. NTn.
—that is the front sight slips over
Welch are glad to see her lionne aMrs.
Spaulding
and
daughter
of
2. What kind of game are there ii
to the left.
Have tried many dif
A . E. W., Temple, Texas.
Washington, D. C., are at
Mrs, gain much improved in health.
the mountains near Hazard, Ky.?
ferent
ways
of
holding
the
gun,
but
Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Draper of
I have just purchased a 20 gauge
Tainter’s
for
a
few
weeks.
3. I have an 1894 32-40.
What
Holding
repeater, 28-ine' es full choke. Will always have this trouble.
The George Walkers of Cambridge Washington, D. C., came Tuesday for
kind
of
game
is
it
good
for?
a stay of several weeks. Mr. Drap
thank you to advise me by return the gun strained away, it naturally
Ans. It should be good for game are spending a few weeks in one of
er, after an absence of several years
mail if shell loaded with 22 grains does not make good shooting. Sights
Mrs.
Tainter’s
camps.
up to and including deer.
is
of Ballistite and % ounces 7% chill are set correctly for twenty yards.
Recent guests at the Maples are: ! greeted by old friends and glad to
4. Do you have to have a license
summer
ed slu>t will be too stiff a load for Can you advise me if you have ever
Mr.
and Mrs. C. L. Bangs, Mr. and j return to this delightful
to hunt in Kentucky?
If so, what
place.
this little gun.
Also, advise me as heard of any suclli trouble with this
Mrs. A. L. Case and Dorothy, Miss
I have a rather large hand is the cost?
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Swallow of
to 20 grains same powder and % oz. gun?
M. S. Ingram, Boston, Mass.;
Dr.
.Ans.
Kentucky
bunting.
license,
Quincy, Mass., who came six weeks
same shot.
These to be loaded with long heavy fingers. Ain inclin
Arthur
L.
Beals,
Dr.
Edward
S.
Bry
non-resident c r . alien, $15, resident
Crow’s
In 3-inch shells.
I have just been ed to think it is the grip, but would
ant, Brockton, Mass.; 'Mrs. E. A. ago are most cozy in the
$1.
They expire December 31st.
like
to
have
the
benefit
of
your
ex
Nest where they remain until Sep
out and tried the gun for shooting,
Hildreth,
Miss
Ellen
Hildreth,
Miss
5.
' Can a person go into the moun
1 would certainly be very
tember.
but did not have the ammunition I perience.
tains near Hazard, Kv.. and build a Gladys Hildretltv Horace E. Hildreth,
much
obliged
for
any
information
or
Morris L. Willetts of Flushing, N.
wanted.
The Shells I had were lead
|
Edwin
Savage,
Harvard,
Mass.;
W.
aback and trap;! if so, what kind and
Y., came Saturday to spend the re
e 1 with 18 grains Infallible and % advice you may be able to give me.
!
A.
Bishop
and
wife,
Sandusky,
Ohio;
Ans. I have never had the trouble how many firearms are ne ded?
mainder of the season with, liis par
oz. No. 6 short, 170 pellets to the
6. Abe lit low much would it cost Mr. and Mrs. I. A. Swett, Jr., Miss ents.
you
experience, although I hold a re
load.
Shooting at 15 yards at an
Caroline
Swett,
Farmington,
Maine;
t^ go from Wechawken, N. J., to
Miss Jane Faies of New York is
old catalog (about 20 pound paper) volver in such a way that my wrist,
Frederick Dodge, Boston; Clarence
Hazard, Ky., by train?
is
naturally
twisted
around
somewhat
one of the new comers who will pass
11x17 in. 127 of the 170 pellets struck
Hale,
Geo.
C.
Wheeler,
Portland;
7. When does the hunting and
I would sug
several weeks at this hotel.
the beck, eight of them penetrating in the way you say.
trapping
season commence in Ken Chas. H. Fhilbrick, Providence, R.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bowser of
200 pages (100 sheets) and the bal gest that ycu try building up the
I. ; Ohas. H. Cutting and wife, E. H.
tucky?
Providence, R. I., Mr. and Mrs. N.
ance lodging within ten pages of back cf the grip and then use the
Clarkson,
Jr.,
I.
W.
Clarkson,
NewAns. I can net answer this as ycu
E. Meigs of Dexter and Mrs. L. B.
back.
Shooting at 35 yards, 100 second instead of the first joint to
do not say what game you are in buryport; W. S. Libbey, L. W. Bab Searing of New York, who were on
pull
the
trigger.
It
is
of
course
pellets struck within the 30-inch cir
cock,
Lewiston,
Me.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
terested in.
The season is different
cle, but seemed to be a little low. very difficult to tell you just What
Chias. F. Outihauk, Fransiin, Frede an auto trip through the Rangeleys
for
each
kind
of
game.
spent the week-end here.
Upon cleaning the gun, I noticed the to do without actually seeing you hold
For answers 'to 2, 5, and 6 write to rick and Barbara Outh auk, Boston;
Try this any way, and
Miss Jessie Thomas Dorman
of
Sight protruded about 1-32 or 1-16 inch j the gun.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
S.
Johnson,
Miss
Mr. O. S. Lawrence, Louisville Hotel,
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
and
Mrs.
Betliell
inside the barrel.
Would this tend if it does not produce results, write
Grace E. Johnson, Boston; Mss M.
Louisville, Ky.
to affect the accuracy or pattern of again.
Taylor, Brookline, chauffeur, Bos are in camp for a stay of several
the gun, t i e wad catching on the
ton; Mrs. M. C. Paterson, Saco, Me.; , weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Tucker
and
end of sight and causing the load to A. C. M-, Boston, Mass.
H.
Bisbee, Dixfield; F. W. WinterI have a Hopkins & Allen revolv
go a little low, or make an uneven
bottom and family, Boston; Mrs. F. Miss Josephine Tucker of Wiscasset,
pattern?
I have removed the sight er Safety Police, 5-inch barrel, .38
Shepard, Winthrop, Mass.; I. A. Rob while touring this part of the shale
and filed same down so the end S. & W. calibre.
bins,
D. W. Knapp, A. Stone, Brif- made a short stay this week.
1. What makes it break open
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Darby and son
ccmes flush with inside of barrel,
A N N U A L S A L E OF L A D I& S '
A ID ian, Me.; James I. Brainard, Mrs. J*
of Atlanta, Ga., registered here the
but have not shot any more sinve I when it is fired?
J.
Brainard,
Master
I.
H.
Brainard,
Ans. I would take this up with
did this.
(Continued from page two.)
Master W. M. Brainard,
Andover, first of the week.
the manufacturers.
Probably
the
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Adams, Miss A.
Ans. The heaviest load supplied in
lin, Spanhcffd, Russell and Swett. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Paul F. Cooley,
the 20 gauge shell is 20 grains of spring which holds the locks is The souvenir programs were the ar New York City; Mrs. S. S. Morgan., L. Crosby and W. F. Porter of Brook
dense smokeless powder such,
as weak, or the locks do not sit proper tistic work of Charles R. Haslam. New York City; Carrie C. Morgan, line, Mass., after a few days’ slay
Ballistite or Infallible and % oz. of ly.
The members of the society
were New York City; Alice J. Sairesbu*y, went to Kennebago Saturday.
2. What has the most power,
One of the large camps in the
shot.
This load costs extra from
very much pleased with th > success New York City; Mr. and Mrs. T. P.
the different manufacturers. It .would Smokeless or Black powder?
ful entertainment ar.d sale and about Holt, Dixfield, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. woods is taken by the following hap
Ans. In revolver ammunition smoke
py party, Mrs. A. Harksuff of De
seean to me it would be a wiser
$150 will be added to the treasury.
Wm. F. Lecbtman, Hartford, Co*nn.
troit, Micih., Mrs. F. H. Bell Rail, her
thing to secure a gun of larger less powder tart rid gee are loaded to
Miss Carrie Bean of Farmington is
daughter Miss Janet and son, Master
gauge such as 16 or 12 gauge if ycu produce the same results as black1the guest cf her cousin, Mrs. J. S.
Franklin of Seasdale, N. Y.,
who
wish to do heavier work. You can poAvder.
Houghton.
Mrs. Roy Swett and son
3. What is the range cf the S. &
plan to enjoy a month here at
not expect a 20 gauge gun to do the
of Carthage were also the guests of
Haines Landing.
work of 12 as it is mechanically im W. .38 calibre?
her aunt, Mr,s. Houghton over Sun
Ans. If you mean accurate range,
Mrs. Drumm of Montreal, Canada,
possible for it to do so.
A gun
day.
made with, a slight protruding into S a t is, distance at which' good tar
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wheeler and Yale and Harvard Boys W ill Have and her daughter and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Ellwocd Milderger of Bay
the barrel is an evidence of very get work can he done—about 50 yds. Mrs. Plummer of Portland and Mrs.
4. Can a H. A. shoot as good as
to Practice.
Shore, N. Y., who came for the first
sloppy workmansWp and would be
a Colt?
time to the Rangeleys are greatly
likely to have an effect on tile pat
Ans. It would net be fair to draw
charmed with this place.
(Special Correspondence.)
tern.
If you have filed tills projec
John B. Hendrickson of Ridgewood,
Mooseliockmeguntic House, -Haines
tion down level with t! e inside cf direct comparisons between makes.
and
Landing, August 22.— “ What if there N. J., has joined his mother
W. J. W., New Hambrugh, N. Y.
was only one day in July at New brother for the remainder of their
1. Will a .32 S. & W. New De
port that the sun shone, we have stay in camp.
parture revolver shoot .32 Long S.
Mrs. A. S. Homer of Portland is
had a pleasant week here on the
& W. as well at .32 shorts? ’
A Sure Remedy
here for a ten days’ slay.
lake
shore,”
said
a
New
York
lady,
Ans. No.
You think witli your head, but you
Mir. and Mrs. Arthur J.
Smith,
when the rain began to patter as if
work with your stomach. You feed
2. Can a revolver or rifle be rePaul and Earle Smith of Newtown,
singing a merry song to-night.
your stomach, but your ^stomach feeds
your brain, blood and muscle with the biued after tlhe blue finish has once
The week has been crowded with Conn., Mr. and Mrs. Harry Y'ates of
food whicli it must first digest. When w c rn off?
pleasures, while the hotel and camps Stratford, Conn., spent part of the
the stomach goes wrong, the head goes
Ans. Yes, the factory who made
have been crowded with people, for week in camp here.
wrong. When you get a sick headache, the revolver or rifle will do this.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Rapelje of
help your stomach with “L. F.” At
the house count of 102 was the larg
Opposite
State
Bouse,
Boston,
Mass.
3. How rrmcih do you think this
wood’s Medicine, and your head will
Brooklyn, N. Y., after a pleasant stay
est of any time.
Offers
room
with
hot
ar.d
soon clear and stop aching. > Here is revolver is worth second hand, .32
cold water for $1.00 per day
The concert in the parlor
tihfis of two weeks returned home via the
one of many letters to prove it:
S. & W. New Departure 3V2 inch
and up, which includes free
evening
was
highly
complimented
by chain of lakes and White Mountains
Waterville, Maine.
barrel, perfect inside, but the finish
use o f public shower baths.
My husband is taking the “ L. F.” A tw ood’ s
on Thursday.
the
large
company
who
much;
appre
Medicine now for dyspepsia and it is helping is worn off.
Is a revolver like that
Nothing to Equal This in New England
No one seems to think rainy days
him. We do not feel that we can get along
ciated the orchestra and tlhe songs
worth'
$9.00?
without it. I have taken it for headache and
at
Mcoselockmeguntic are dull ones,
by
Miss
MoCommick,
Miss
Mary
Rooms
with
private
baths
it has cured me entirely.
Ans. It is rather hard .to say
M rs. A bram C. L uce,
for everybody is happy and the house
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
Rogers
and
H
L.
Welch.
Not
often
R. F. D. No. 40, Box 56.
without seeing the revolver.
This
suites o f two rooms and bath
‘n a country hotel is there so much and camp are full of as jolly and
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest model usual’y sells for about $14.50
for $4.00 per dav and up.
a9
musical talent as this season at the contented a company of guests
store, or write today for a free sample. new.
ABSOLU TELY FIREPROOF Mooselookmeguntic House.
can be fcur.d at any h o t e l jin New
FREE.— “ Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
Rev. Fr. T. J. McLaughlin of Far England and the prospect is Sep
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles, H. S. R., Wallace, Idaho.
Send for Booklet
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
mington and Rev. Fr. W. B. Collins tember will be a busy month at
I wish yc,u would advise me cf
STORER E. CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
“ L. F.” M E D IC IN E C O .,
P o r t la n d , Me. the accurate shooting range o.f .25|of Brooklyn, N. Y., who preached a Haines Landing.

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

SHORE DINNER UP
THE CUPSUPTIC

HELPS HEADACHE

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

M A IN E

WOODS,
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Where To Go In (Maine
tj

Lake Parlin House and Gamps
A re delightfully situated on shore of L ik e
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the Whole season T he house and
camps are new and have all m odern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rbck
fireplaces, etc. The cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tainclim bing autom obiling. etc.

AUTOMOBILE CLIMBS

STEEP SLOPE

RECOVERING
FROM INJURY
Former Station Agent Now Soldier
J ^ ^ i n the French Trenches.
(S p ecial

Correspondence.)

Rangeley, August 25.—Mir. and Mrs.
H. A. Furbish and guests, Mir. and
Airs. Good speed of Wilton are
nt
Kennebago for a few days.
H. P. McKENNEY. Proprietor.
Jackman, Maine
Prof. Robert Mansell, who has
Write, for booklet.
been doing a thriving business in
OTTER POND CAMPS
fortune telling for the past two
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fishmonths
loft Saturday.
ng and hunting. Send for circular.
Ira D. Hoar is driving a fine new
jEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
RANGELEY, MAINE
seven passenger Sftudebak©r.
Miss Dorothy Roberts of Everett,
Mass., who is visiting her sister, Mrs.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIBW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
James Luddington, caught a splendid
T horoughly modern. On direct automgdpil-e
F I S H I N G
five-pound salmon recently. This is
route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse
AT
Alisg Robert’s first visit to this part
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
of tine country and she is much
J o h n (B a r v ille ’s G a m p s
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
pleased that such good fortune was
Raugeley, Maine.
at S p rin g L ak e
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
hers.
are most charmingly situated on the Bhores of
Mrs. Bert Gifford and daughter,
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, RANGELEY LAKES
purest of spring water and the table is first-f iase,
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite
May of New’ York are boarding with
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen for free circular.
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
CAPT, F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.
Airs. George Russell.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
Miss Ormenta Corey is
working
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
for
Airs.
Marguerite
Pratt.
Buckbeard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Automobile Breaking the Record fo r H ill Clim bing.
summer x'esort. Telephone communications with
Miss S. AI. Soule is cooking at
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
fishing
begins
about
June
1.
Send
for
circular.
An automobile carrying five passen shown in the illustration, but could Hubinger’s caru'ps for a few days.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
gers performed a remarkable feat re not hold the position on account of
Upper Dam, Maine.
Air. and Airs. Ed Craig of Esmond,
cently by climbing up a slope having the dirt slipping out from under the N. D., were recent guests o f Mr.
an angle of more than 45 degrees. hind wheels. This climb was made by
Blakeslee Lake Camps
The car attained a position about two a standard car equipped with friction and Mrs. George Russell.
IN T H E R A N G E L E 1 R EG IO N
Work lias begun on the State road
feet higher up the slope than that drive.—Popular Mechanics.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and onebelow Greenvale.
Hubert SpiUer is
miles from the railroad and three-fourths
A famous resort for anglers and hun half
mile from good auto roacl. Trout fishing, both
working
in
the
crew
and Guy Brooks’
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and lake
and stream Rates $12."50 to $16.00 per week;
Different in Real L ife.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, $2.50 per day. Booklet and references. For
teams
are
employed
there.
Another
society
girl
has
given
up
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, particulars address
Air. and Airs. Oscar Ros® are en
her task as war nurse and is coming
HEM ON S. BLACKW ELL,
Maine.
home because, her friends say, there joying a new Overland ear recently
Dailaa. Maine.
was too much scrubbing. In the nov- jpurchased.
Airs. Ross is learning to
els one does not have to scrub when drive the car.
BILLY SOULE'S NEW CAMPS
one is a nurse. Dear, no; one mar- ,
The many friends of Airs.
Earle
ON M ILLM AGASSETT LAKE
ries a hero or a rich man— or some- j
Trout Fishing That Is Fishing. Post office I
Pillsbury tendered her a post card
thing.
address Ox Bow, Me.
shower Tuesday in honor of her
B. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
birthday.
THE ANTLERS C A M PS
L ittle Things Count.
Portland,
Maine
The proceeds of the recent Ladies’
It’s the little things that count.
In the fam ous Jo Mary country offers a firstAid
fair were $182 instead of $160 as
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for class chance to g o for Fishing. H unting or Ju*t
Save and care well for the lambs,
Rest. It is an easy place to get to and has
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports aFirst-Class
accomm odations. W e m ake a special j
calves and pigs, and the country will recently reported.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork rate to summer boarders. W rite for particulars.
Ernest Robbins has moved
his
not long be short of cattle, sheep and
LEON E. POTTER,
and poultry from our own farm, enabl N O R C R O SS,
hogs; neither will the farmer who family from the Aarcn Soule tenement
M AINE
cares for them be short of dollars.
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
to W. T. Hoar’s and will occupy hjs
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
new’
hou.se which is nearly completed
MARK THE PURE-BRED LAMBS
American plan. Send for circular.
jn a few weeks.
TREATING SHEEP FOR WORMS Ernest Farnham of Jamaica Plain
Most Popular Label is M etal Band
BELGRADE LAKES. MAINE.
INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS Adopted by Most of Large Breed Lambs Are More Susceptible Than was a guest the past week o f Air.
*n>e Belgrade. Beat Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
ers— Notching is Good.
and Mrs. Geo. Russell.
Mr. Russell
O ld er Anim als— G ive Dose of
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
just across the cove from the
beat trout fisbing in Maine.
Air. Farnham .and Ed Craig enjoyed
Gasoline
and
Epsom
Salts.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
Every pure-bred lamb in the flock
a tramp to the Russell camp
on
Mountain View House at the should
be marked. If possible, they
The stomach worm is the worst Saddleback.
should
be
marked
the
day
dropped.
outlet
o
f
Rangeley
lake.
For
pest affecting sheep.
Lambs are
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
Airs. Mitchell and grandson W ilLamb-size labels are sometimes used more susceptible than older sheep,
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, batti particulars, address
with success, being later replaced with probably because the older sheep are ford Hoar retuirn.ed from Farmington
n g and mountain climbing. Separate camns £*r
all parties, with special accommodations fontwmthe regular size labels at weaning sea accustomed to the presence of the Saturday.
F. C. FOWLER,
lies. Sizteen trout ro a d s o f fly and bait fishing,
son. It has been said that using the worm. In the spring, soon after lamb
The many friends of Alajor Duncan
and a never end o f rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N OQUOSSOC,
lambs ing, the old sheep should each receive B. Harrison are pleased to know' that
.
MAINE sheep-size labels on young
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one
causes their ears to droop, but some a dose of one to two ounces gasoline, 1 e is able to get around with cratchmile from camp, where m otor boat will meet
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on
experienced men say this is not true. followed by a small dose of epsom
es, also to ride out since his recent
request.
AVON
The breeder’s label is inserted, and salts. After a day or two they should
R U E L E. H O L D E N . Jackman. Maine
should have on it the flock number, if be placed in a worm-free pasture, if misfortune in breaking his leg while
in New York on business. The Major
more than one flock is kept, and ini possible.
W ar or no whr
now has a new Saxon car and gets,
tials or name of owner. The most pop
August
24.
In July treat the whole herd, in
Pierce Pond Camps
ular
label
is
a
metal
band,
and
it
has
Chas.
Millet
has
returned
from
will be open on time for large trout and salmon
cluding the lambs, with gasoline, and over to town nearly every day.
fishing. Best o f reference4 furnished. Send
not only been adopted by most of the turn them into new pasture, and re
Mrs. Herman Huntcon and daught
spending
the
week
with
his
parents
for circular. C. A . Spaulding. Caratunk, Me.
in Farmington.
peat the process in November. Pas- ers, who have been visiting at Salem
ture rotation, combined with drugs for a few weeks returned home the
Mrs. C'has. Merrill, ■who Las been
that are injurious to the worms, is a latter part of the week.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Millet
Go to
practical method of successfully com
Airs. F. B. Burns wTas up from the
BLAINE VILES’
has returned to her home in Farming
bating this worm.
Landing recently greeting friends.
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS ton.
William F. Judge of Somerville is
Maurice Toothaker ha>s completed
Dead River,
Maine
KEEP SWINE OUT OF FIELDS the guest of his sister, Mrs. F. B.
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom  the painting of the Mt. Blue school- '
modations, Reasonable Prices.
Colby.
He was accompanied by his
house, which greatly improves the
Opening Arranged So T h a t Horses and
Special Sunday Dinners.
appearance of the school room.
nephew Fred, who has been visiting
C attle May Come and Go at W ill—
his grandparents.
Miss Marguerite Toothaker is visit
Hogs Are Turned Back.
Round M ountain Lake Camps. W rite for free ing relatives in Farmington.
Mr. and Mrs. George Watson o f
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
Miss Muriel Toothaker is at home,
An Iowa correspondent wants to Aladison are stopping with relatives
R ound Mountain. Maine
-r
r------------------------------- 7-------------know of a method for fencing a yard in town during the illness of their
after spending the summer at Indice
that will keep the hogs in, but allow daughter, Miss Georgie.
Hamden’s.
DEAD RIVER REGION
horses and cattle the run of an ad- I Kermit Haines had the misfortuneThe Sargent. Up-to-date in every
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Hansen
are
joining field.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca spending the week with Mir.
and
to fall while playing i.n the barn and
Your correspondent should get a
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Mrs. Westcn Parker.
broke his leg.
Dr. F. B. Colby was
round
post
or
-timber
six
or
seven
i
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
called and the injured boy w'as made
inches
in
diameter
and
eight
or
ten
j
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
as comfortable as possible.
DISTRICT NO. 2
Mr. and Airs. George W. Rridgiham,.
Airs. G. AI. Carlton and Alisses Olive
P A C K A R D ’ S GA / WP S
and Alice Jonah are enjoying an auto*
August 24.
R a n geley L a k e s
Choice Lot of Spring Lambs.
Miss Zoe Day of Bath, teacher in
trip to La Grange, where they are
R a n geley,
M aine
th
district boards with Mrs. F. larger breeders, but also by the lead
guests of Air. and Mrs. Gee. Hodg
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st. W. Hamden..
ing breeding associations.
kins.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
Place the tag in the lower part of
Linwocd Haley had the misfortune
N. H. Alhee was in Farmington
ridge and duck hunting.
to lose has driving horse
‘‘Dandy” the ear, fairly close to the head, with
one day recently on business.
the number on the inside. The label feet long, writes A. C. Garvin of Mar
last week.
An interesting letter was published?
should not be too loose or it may be shall eounty, Illinois, in Wallace’s
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
Beedy
were
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps
torn out. Neither should it be too Farmer. Fasten an iron pin in the in the magazine section of Lewiston
The ideal place to spend your vaca callers at Charles Lufkin’s recently.
tight, or it may damage the ear. Some I center at each end, to fit in holes in Journal for August 21, written by
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wh.iittemore and times the ears become sore from in
Orville C. Davis, now serving as a
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec son of Wilton, accompanied by the serting the labels, especially if the posts at each end of gate. The timber soldier in the French Trenches. Mr.
j should be 16 or 18 Inches high at the
tion. Write for booklet.
former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. j operation is carelessly performed. The top. with a board under it. When the Davis was station agent here at Ran
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine
K. Whittemore, were calling on “ old j lamb should be watched for a time to hogs or pigs attempt to get over, the geley for some time and enlisted at
neighbors” in this district Sunday, ! b* sure that these heal. The principal round timber turns them back. Horses Canada shortly after leavng RamigeVERY BEST HUNTING GROUNDS
and took dinner with Mr. and Mrs. j objection of ear labels is that they or cattle will get over and not scratch ley.
His family are at Poland, Afe.
may be torn out.
i
1 their legs.
at
Frank Hamden.
Wm. Kempt on has concluded his
Notching is also a good way to mark
SPECTACLE LAKE CAMPS
Mir, Benjamin Wing of Antrim, N. sheep. Notches on certain parts of
duties at the posifcoffiee.
And stream fishing cannot be duplicated
Airs. Walter Bush and daughter,
elsewhere.
Send for circulars and I[-> an<l daughter, Mirs. Lottie Green the ears indicate certain numbers. By
references.
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bion Wing a series of notches any number de
Alarguerite are visiting Airs. James
Cem ent C ulvert Joints.
and family this week.
FRANK R . V A U G H A N , Prop.
sired can be obtained. If on the right
Fill all culvert joints with cement. Ross.
EU STIS,
M AINE
ear tip notch counts 5, middle top 2,
top to head 1, lower middle 4, close You don’t want water to escape
And Trouble Follows.
I through joints.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
G iant Ostriches of the Past.
to
head, lower, 3, when on left ear,
AND LOG CAMPS.
Love may be blind, but if a man’s j
In alluvial deposits of Madagascar
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Bf et fishing region, wife is a brunette she can see a blonde ; the numbers may be made to count
Lead to B etter Tim es.
•pecial June and September rates.’ Booklet
there have been found skeletons of os
into the hundreds.
hair on his vest 13 blocks away.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
Good roads lead to better times.
triches which, when alive, were four
teen to fifteen feet in height

YORK CAIWIP8,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

WEST END
H O TEL

FOR SALE

M A IN E

WOODS,

MUCH CREDIT DUE
MR. STURTEVANT

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , A U G U S T
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of the preachers would have
been for the removal of her tonsils last
REED'S MILL.
DO YOU SUFFER
far more helpful if he had cut his Thursday by Drs. Beil and Higgins.
addresses into two parts. We wonder
Mr. ami Mrs. Nelson Walker, Mrs.
FROM BACKACHE?
August 23.
ed whether his congregations listen May Kellogg and son, Nelson attend
Mrs. Mary Dunham and grandson,
as patiently for an hour on Sundays ed the Walker reunion at Exnbden
Clarence Pillsbury are guests of Mr.
did the congregation on the camip- last Saturday.
They were carried and Mrs. Harry Dunham.
Allen Camp Meeting Closes A fter as
ground.
The meetings have been by Charles Richards.
Miss Gladys Toothaker was the
rich in blessing to those attending,
Interesting Session.
*
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Ninde and guest of Miss 0<pal Webber a few
and the attractive manner in which tw’o children of Cambridge, Mass.,
days recently; also Miss Cora Mc
the religious life lias been presented are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
(Special Correspondence.)
Laughlin.
to us cannot fail to stimulate and
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Toothaker
Strong, August 24.—Mr. and Mrs. enthuse the life of the communities j T. J. Pennell.
Misses Charlotte and Bessie Burns, were callers at B. E. Webber’s Sun
Warren Hinds of Phillips were • in represented at the services.
who have been working in Farming- day.
town Sunday the guests of relatives..
A large crowd attended the horse ton the past few weeks, are at home
Mr. and Mrs. Linwocd Stinchfield
Mrs. Ella Williams and daughter, j
trot at Farmington last Friday after- j with their parents, Mr and
Mrs. attended the wedding reception
of
Miss Esther Williams of New V in e-!
noon.
Richard Burns.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease Wednesday
yard were guests of Mr. and Mrs. !
WEST FARMINGTON
Mrs. E. A. Kilkenny is spending a
Walter Bradford Sunday.
Mrs. Estelle Leathers has recently evening.
few weeks with her daughter, Mrs. returned from a visit with her moth
Miss Erma Pettengill is the guest
P. W. Mason started for Minnes- j
August 22.
C. V . ’ Starbird.
of her aunt, Cora Stinchfield
and
er, Mrs. Rogers in Flagstaff.
ota Sunday afternoon, to visit his
Roy Chase, wife and two children
will
spend
a
few
weekis
with
Mrs.
Rev.
John
Dunstan
attended
East
brother and family.
He will be a- |
The infant baby of Mr. and Mrs.
from Watertown, Maes., Dana Hamlin
Livermore campmeeting on Monday Walter True died Monday morning. Linwood Stinchfield.
way three weeks.
and wife and son, Francis from Tem
Mrs.
Frouia
Walton
of
Lowell,
and Salem on Wednesday.
Much sympathy is extended
them
The many friends of C. V. Starbird i
Mass., was the guest of her niece, ple and Nellie Norton made a week
■Miss Nellie McLeary visited
her from their friends.
are sorry to know lie is suffering
end call at S. R. Norton’s last Sat
Mrs. Lydia Dunham recently.
friend, Mrs. Walter Bradford
last
from heart trouble.
Mrs. Charles Richards has been
J. C. Wrells has been ill with a urday night.
Friday.
She started Saturday morn
Frank Simpson lias finished work
ill with a throat trouble the past few cold.
A very interesting reunion
was
ing for Antrion, N. H., to spend a
days.
ing for U. G. Weymouth in Freeman.
Most of the farmers have finished enjoyed at Russell’s Mills last week.
week W'itli her friend, Miss Florence
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prescott and ;
Chester Leighton has nearly re haying.
Singing by the children chorus, dial
Herbert.
From there she goes to
Mrs. Josie Luce of Auburn vrere in.
covered
from
an
attack
of
mumjps.
ogues,
recitations, soles and instru
Mrs,
Margaret
Cook
of
Lewiston
is
her home in St. Paul, Minn.
town Saturday and returned
home
O. B. Small of Norwood,
Mass., the guest of her nephew and wife, mental music.
Two
hundred
or
Services will be resumed in the
Sunday afternoon.
They came by
arrived in town Saturday noon to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dunham.
more were present and a bountiful
Methodist church nex. Sunday.
automobile.
Miss Linnie Carville of Farming- picnic dinner was served in Moody’s
Mrs. Sprague and daughter, Miss spend a few days with Mrs. Small
Miss Ethel Willis returned to her
Harriett of Portland were
recent and children, who are visiting rela ton has been the guesit of her grove, which had been nicely prepar
home in Topsham Saturday
noon, !
ed by kind friends with seats and
sister, Mrs. M. F. Dunham.
1guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edmond R. tives and friends in town.
after spending three weeks wTith her
Much credit is due C. 0. Sturtecon
Miss Lillian Leathers and Mrs. swings, tables and all things
I Sprague.
sister, Mrs. Ralph Starbird.
Officers
A dance was held in Luce’s hall vant, manager of the Electric Light M. F. Dunham are guests at A. A. venient for a good time.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Look and
were chosen for the coming year.
I last Friday night. Excellent music Company, for the way he has had Carville’s, Farmington, this week.
son, Rerohard returned from Porter’s
Prayer and remarks were offered by
ivas furnished by the Peerless orches the electric light poles painted. The
Pond Saturday night, after passing a
Elder Hetheringto-n of Temple and
August 24.
tra of Kingfield.
A large
crowd lower half is green and the upper
week's vacation at Dickey’s cottage.
half white which makes a very pret
Miss Linnie Carville of Farmington remarks by Thomas Dustin.
was in attendance.
Strong campmeeting closed on Sun
Erlanfl Niles and family visited at
was the guest of her sister and
Raymond Starbird, Ralph Starbird ty decoration on the streets.
day last.
Like everything else this
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Will and Mr. husband, Mr. and Mrs. Milford Dun Ralph Ellsworth’s recently. ■
and Leslie Vining returned Saturday
summer it suffered from the weather,
' morning from a fishing trip to Jac'k- and Mrs. L. L. Partridge took an ham last week returning home Mon
and the usual number were not seen
automobile trip to Portland the first day, accompanied by. Mrs. Dunham
, man.
EAST WELD
on the grounds.
The quality of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Lisherness have of the week and were guests of rel and Miss Lillian Leathers. Mrs. Dun
meetings, however, wrere of
the
ham will remain fior several weeks,
returned to their home in Stratton, atives there.
August 23.
highest order. The evangelist, Reu
Miss Marion Presson is the guest as the guest cf her parents. Miss
j after passing two weeks with rela
Philip,
the
little
sen
of Ezra
ben S. Smith by lids wise and tactful
of frieuds in Farmington for a few Leathers, and after a brief visit will
tives and friends in town.
Noyes
was
taken
ill
Sunday
night
methods won quickly the affection of,
return to her duties at Reed’s Mill.
Miss Edith Morton of Phillips visit- days.
with convulsions.
He is a little
the worker® and all worked in har
Charles
Luce
has
returned
from
a
The attendance at church wTas good better at this writing.
; ed her friend, Miss Ruth Webster
mony.
The schedule arranged
by
visit with relativ 'S in Stratton.
Sunday in spite of the
threatening
several days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Buker, Dr. A.
the local pastor was carried out in
Mr. and Mrs. True Luce spent a ; weather.
We listened to a fine T. Wing, Mrs. Lettie Greene of Rut
Orris and Alma Richards
were
detail, with one exception, but that
sermon by Miss Leathers from Mat. land, Vt., Miss Deborah Warranow of
operated upon last Thursday
fore few days in Farmington last week.
was anticipated and provided for. No
The funeral services of the infant j 10-34.
There was also a good at Somerville, Mass., and B. B. Wing of
noon for the removal of their tonone really expected the “ State libra
In the Antrim, N. H., and B. B. Wing of
s'ls. The operations were performed daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter j tendance at Sunday school.
rian" to fulfil his engagement. If
by Dr. Bell, assisted by Dr. Hig- True were held at their home Tuesda evening in spite cf the down pouring and Mrs. I. H. Buker, Sunday.
one word of criticism, is allowed, one
afternoon at 1.30 o ’clock.
rain 14 had the courage to brave the
: gins.
Mrs. Pettengill of Dryden is teach
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lang, Mrs. elements and a good meeting was
Richard Burns and family, George
ing school in this district which open
Allie St inch .field, .Mrs. R. A. Grover the result.
There were over 50 who cd Monday, August 23. She is board
Fifty Against Two.
It is not Burns and family, L. L. Partridge an
and daughter of Andover were in i attended the services at West Phil
reasonable to expect two weeks of family, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kingsley
ing at C. T. Sanborn’s.
town the first of the week, calling on lips in the afternoon.
outing to overcome the effects of and Earle Kingsley and family at
relatives
and
friends.
They
c-ame
There will be services in
the
fifty weeks of confinement.
Take tended the Partridge reunion Satur
Kosher Meat Becoming Popular.
by automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Lang Grange hall at Madrid village next
Hood’s Sarsaparilla along with you. day at the home of Charles Partridge
Hebrew shopkeepers in Dayton, O.,
returned home, but Mrs. Stinchfield Sunday at 3 p. m..
It refreshes the blood, improves the i in Farmington.
say that kosher meat is becoming
and
Mrs.
Grover
and
daughter
re
Mrs. Nellie Fuller was the guest of more popular than that from ordinary
Helen little daughter of Mr. and
appetite, makes sleep easy and rest
ful.
' Mrs. Allje Richards was operated on mained and are the guests of Mrs. Mrs. Lydia Dunham recently and at shops among Christian housewives.
F. A. Welch and Mrs. Manley Whit- tended church Sunday.
The careful inspection of this food
ing.
Relatives of Mrs. Herman Sargent by a rabbi is said to give buyers a
from Dixfield and North Jay were feeling of double security.
guests at the Sargent home Sunday,
TORY HILL
CA RD OF T H A N K S .
coming in their oars.
Mrs.
Sar
gent returned home with them for a
We wish to express our thanks and
August 24.
visit.
Mrs. Freeman Chick is confined to
Work is progressing rapidly on Mr. appreciation for the sympathy and
heT bed by illness.
Miss Gladys and Mrs. Milford Dunham’s
new assistance extended during the re
cent illness and death of our darling
Hinkley is working for her.
heme.
We are especially grateful
Mr. and Mrs, Bernard Taylor of
Miss Edith Sargent, who has been Myrtle.
Kingfield were guests of her parent's working in tflxe family cf
Dexter for the beautiful flowers, tokens of
the love fer her whose death we
over Sunday.
Beedy is now at home.
mourn.
School commenced in the Cu simian
J.
L. Hammett of Boston was the
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Haggan
district Monday, August 23,
Miss guesit of Mir. and Mrs.
Linwood
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harnden and
Fern Gould of East Madrid, teacher. Stinchfield recently.
family,
Tiie Smith family reunion
was
Mrs. Harlan White was a recent
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hew’ ey and
held with Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hcod guest of her mother, Mrs. Ida Web
las+ Sunday, all of the children and ber and attended the Dunhiam-Kinney family.
nine of the grandchildren being pre reunion.
N O T IC E .
sent.
Twenty-four partook of a
Alton Dunham spent Sunday with
bountiful dinner.
It was the first his family at Gilbert Voter’s.
The annual reunion of the Bubier
time for four years that all the child
family will be held August 28, 1915,
ren have met together in the old
W orth W hile Quotation.
Whenever you ure angry or feel like at the borne of E. A.
Withey in
heme and it was much enjoyed by
All members and
ail.
A cousin, Mrs. Geo. Thompson grumbling or pouting—whenever you New^ Vineyard.
was an afternoon guest. Mrs. Frank are gloomy, fretful or morose—you relatives of the family are cordially
are consuming your energy, wasting
Badger returned to her l ome in Ran- your vitality and opening the sluice invited.
Mrs. E. A. Withey, Sec.
geley, Monday.
ways in your mental reservoir instead
Freeman Chick and Chas. Hutchins of sending the power over the wheel
The annual reunion of the Durrell
finished haying last Saturday
and to drive the mental machinery.—Se
family will be held at the Grange
several are nearly dene.
lected.
hull, Strong, Saturday, September 4,
Much sympathy is extended Mr.
1915.
Picnic dinner.
and Mrs. Car lion Haggan by their
Your Brain Must Hav© Pure Blood.
W. G. Durrell, Sec.
friends on the Hill in the loss of
their little daughter, Myrtle,
who
No more important physiological
died August 18. . fi
discovery, has ever been made than
Mr. and Mrs. 0. P. Walker, Miss that the brain requires a due supply
It is estimated that
Anna and Charlie attended the Walk of pure blood.
LE W ISTO N
er reunion in Embden last Saturday. this organ receives as much as oneD.
W. Toothaker was in Wiltontenth of all the blood that is sent
SUNDAY HOURS; 9 A. M. to 1 P. M. 5 P. M. to 7.30 P. M.
last Tuesday and Wednesday visiting from the heart—a great deal more
relatives.
He was also in Rangeley than, any ether organ of the body. The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
THE STORE WHERE YOUR TRADE IS APPRECIATED.
LAKES RAILROAD
last Friday for the day.
If the vitality of the blood is im
Mrs. Emma Dodge, who has been paired, the bLood then affords
the will sell round trip tickets from
stimulus and their several stations as follows:
visiting friends on the Hill
has brain an imperfect
gone to Phillips village to visit her there is mental and physical lan
Adults
Children
Bigelow,
$3 10
$1.55
cousin, A. E. BunneLl and family. guor, sluggishness or inactivity.
Carrabasset,
2.85
1.45
Rev. Grace Stanley, also a cousin,
Pure blood is blood that is free Kingfield,
2.60
1.30
PHILLIPS, ME.
NO. X BEAL BLOCK
from humors, it is healthy blood, and Phillips,
accompanied her.
2.45
1.25
1.55
3.10
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Harnden and the term pure blood as it is general Rangeley,
2.45
1.25
little daughter of Farmington have ly used means bleed that is not Salem,
Strong,
2.05
1.05
been the guests of his sister, Mrs. OEly right in quality but also in
Tickets
on
sale
4th
to
9th
inAlbert Sedgeley and family for a quantity.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes
elusive, limited for return the
week past.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton pure, rich, red blood.
This is one
13th.
Hamden, also a brother of
Mrs. of the great truths about this great
F. N. BEAL, General Manage
Sedgeley were Sunday guests.
medicine.

When your kidneys are weak and
torpid they do not properly perform
their functions; your back aches
and you do not feel like doing much
of anything. You are likely to be
despondent and to borrow trouble,
just as if you hadn’t enough al
ready. Don’t be a victim any longer.
The old reliable medicine, Hood’s
Sai’saparilla, gives strength and
tone to the kidneys and builds up
the whole system. Get it today.

NO LIGHT YET!

You need an Everyready Flash
Light to light your way.

We have a battery that will
fit your light.

MAINE STATE FAIR
Sept. 6 to 9, inclusive

FLOYD E. PARKER
The

Store

M A IN E
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MAKING SURVEY
FOR NEW BRIDGE
Mt. Abram House to Be Made Into
Tenements.
(Special

Correspondence.)

Kingfield, August 23.—Consulting
Engineer Boardman, of the State
Highway Commission, was in town
Thursday for the purpose of making
a survey for the new bridge.
He
was accompanied by his father,
James Boardman, purchasing agent
for the Great Northern Paper Com
pany, of Bangor and by two other
gentlemen of their city, one of them
being its commissioner of highways.
Mr. Boardman states that bids will
be advertised for at once and is of
the opinion that Kingfield wilt have
a new bridge before winter. Asked
the kind of bridge decided on, he
said that matter would be determine
at once by the commissioners after
his report had been considered.
Mrs. J. E. Voter, Mrs. O. C. Dolbier, Mrs. Ellen Small of this town
and Mrs. E. J. Voter of Stratton
called on Mary Ann Dolbier of North
New Portland Thursday.
Mrs. J. G. Butt® was in Strong
Monday, visiting her sister, Mrs. R.
W. Knowlton.
Mr. Butts lias re
turned to his home in Palmer, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Frost
and
daughter, Marjorie left for their va
cation Saturday morning. While away
they will visit at
Old
Orchard,
Peak’s Island, Lisbon and Bethel.
They will return September 4.
Mrs. F. J. D. Barnjum and family
were in Madrid Friday to visit her
son, George Barnjum.
Mrs. E. R. Smith of Farmington is
the guest of Mrs. Oscar Jones.
Mrs. Sadie Goldsmith and son, My
ron of Oakland were in town Thurs
day and Friday.
Mr. Jason Bickford
and
Sadie
Goldsmith and sen Myrcn of Oak
land returned to their home Friday,
after a few days’ visit in town.
Misses Esther and Cora Bickford,
who have been visiting their mother,
Mrs. Oscar Jones have returned to
Oakland to attend the fall term of
school.
Mr. Herbert Vose apd Miss Caro
lyn Vose, accomplished musicians of
Lawrence, Mass., sang between reels
at the moving picture
show at
French’s hall Friday night.
Gould Bros, of
Lexington have
bought the Mt. Abram House of the
Marshall Lander heirs and will make
it over into two tenements.
They
also have the construction of their
new house on High St. well under
way.
L. P. Hinds lias charge.
A. N. Williams was in Augusta
last week taking examinations
for
registry in pharmacy.
Carl Mayo of Dexter, N. Y., has
been visiting his aunt, Mrs. Lizzie
Wilkins.
Bernard Doyle and wife have gone
to Pawtucket, R. I., to live, where
Mr. Doyle has a position in a wood
turning mill.
Riley DurreU and family have move<i into the new cottage on Potter
Island just built by M. D. P. Tlnomp-

Scn
Rev. C. J. Longley and family are
hi town having come from Caribou in
their auto.
Geo. Crocker, Jr., is clerking at th
Kingfield House in the absence of
Clerk R. L. Kimball, who is at the
Farmington races with his horse.
Misses Marion Plummer and Eva
Thomas are at Old Orchard for a
two weeks’ vacation.
They went
Monday.
Mrs. Burleigh Batchelder went to
Phil,lip® Friday to see her sister-inlaw, Mrs. Harry Batchelder. who is
very ill.
Rev. L. A. White of Brockton,
Mass., formerly pastor of the Free
Baptist church here, is visiting
friends in town.
Raleigh Tufts and wife are keeping

WOODS,

house in the rent at George Simmons.
Mrs. Bert Rackliff of Industry, ac
companied by her little son and Mists
Beatrice Kenney of Farmington, visit
ed Mrs. Raokliff’s daughter,
Mrs.
Joseph Witham Thursday, going from
here to Stratton tor a visit with her
son, Guy Frost.
Miss Celia Nash of Waldoboro,
Me., who attended the summer term
of the Farmington State Normal
school, and who has been
visiting
Hazel Cushman has returned home.
Misses Bessie Hackett and Thelma
Parker, Mrs. Lida Parker, Dan Adam
and Charles McDowell of Farmington
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
M. Dander.
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Lander w'ent
to Farmington the last of the week
for a visit of a couple of days with
her mother and sisters.
The young ladies of the town are
planning to organize a baseball team
in the near future, possibly before
the fall term of the Stanley High
school opens, Tuesday, September 7.
H. R. McKenney, who has been
working in New Portland tor the
past three weeks returned to Kingfield Sunday.
Clifton Skillings is very ill with
tonsillitis and stomach trouble.
He
is more comfortable to-day.
Mis® Shirley Merchant, who has
been visiting in Farmington for sev
eral weeks returned home Saturday.
Mr. W. W. Small and Tommie Vot
er and Sheriff W. B. Small and son,
Stanton, all of Farmington were in
town Sunday.
Stanton Small will
remain for several days.
Mrs. E. J. Voter, who lias been
visiting in town for ten days
re
turned to her home in Stratton Sat
urday.
Many attended the Evangelical
Camp Meeting at Salem Sunday afteriicon and evening.

SENTRIES OF
THE WILD
Many birds and animals of gregar
ious habits make a regular practice
of posting pickets in such, a position
as to guard the main body
from
surprise attack.
In swampy coun
try where geese are abundant one
often sees the sentry 6f the flight,
standing high, up on some pinnacle
of ground, in such a position as to
be vastly conspicious were it not
for lii® protective coloring. Perfect
ly motionless he stands with, eyes
scanning the sky and the surroundin
country, while the remainder of the
flight, obscured from view, disport
themselves along the margins below.
Any uneasiness on the part of the
picket is at once noticed by his com
panions, and the flock remains on
the alert till, some recognized sign
of alarm or reassurance is given.
Every hunter of wild fowl knows the
difficulty of evading the wild goose
picket, and many a hunter would re
joice to see the duck, so rapidly on
the decrease, adopt similar measures
of self-defence
I have even known
duck to ignore the alarm given by
tiie geese, and to remain on
the
water long after the latter have take
wing.
No wonder, then, with a
steady improvement of sporting equipments, the duck have been unabl
to hold their own, while their more
intelligent cousins, though never so
plentiful, have suffered to a
far
less extent.
More sociable even than the wild
geese are the beavers, and it is
doubtless due to their system of
posting pickets that these animal®
are so seldom sen, even in forests
where they are most numerous. The
deep, stagnant dyke, overshadowed b
heavy timber, seems indeed to suit
the beavers’ tastes better than the
open waterway, and where the riv
ers have been dammed such dykes
are usually plentiful. On the Mattagami River, Porcupine, for instance,
beaver exist to-day in places where
the Indians have never known them
to exist previously, and thus the
advent of civilisation may, in toe
end, prove a source of blessing to
these valuable fur-bearers.
But whatever natural protection
B E N E F IT S L O C A L P E O P L E

Phillips people have discovered
that A SINGLE DOSE of
simple
buckthorn bark, glycerine, etc., as
compounded im Adler-i-ka, the Ger
man appendicitis remedy, removes
gas on th© stomach: and constipation
AT ONGE.
E. H. Whitney, druggist.
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Circle the Farmer place for a few days.
the home of the beavers may afford, of the Reed’s Mill Sewing
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Cleaves and
they never dispense with the pre are cordially invited.
caution of posting their pickets. On
Lawrence and Alene Cross of King- sen, Robert Cleaves, also Miss Cobb
the roof of one of the lodges, or high field are guests of their grandmoth o? Portland are at Barnjum for a
up on the centre of the dam
the er, Mrs. Cora Wheeler for a few while.
Mrs. Frank Barnjum and daughters
sentry sits, motionless as Line decay days.
of
Kingfield were guests on Friday
ing snags around him. The faintest
Mrs. Allen Esty and two children
unaccustomed sound and this fur-clad of Dryden are guest® of Mrs. Solon of Mr. and Mrs. George Barnjum.
chunk of inactivity suddenly starts Mecham for a week.
into life.
He silts bolt
upright
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hinkley of
with a warning “cliurr,” and instant Farmington have been camping
at
ly every pair of eyes in the adjoin
ing waterway is turned upon him.
To the Honorable County Commis
Again he freezes, listening intently,
and should no further sign of alarm sioners in and for the County of
P h i ll ip s , M a in e .
be given the bustle and stir begins Franklin and State of Maine.
We the undersigned, residents of
again.
Monuments, Headstones,
So keen and alert are the beaver the said County of Franklin, and res
Tablets,
Mantle Shelves,
idents
o
f
Rangeley
Plantation
and
pickets that it is almost impossible
Sandy
River
Plantation
in
said
Coun
for the woodsman, move he ever so
and
cautiously in his cowhide mocasins, ty, respectfully represents that public
Cemetery
Work
of all Kinds
to take tine animals by surprise. As necessity and convenience no longer
he draw® near his ears distinguish a require the maintenance of a public
sharp “ smack” from the direction in highway as now existing and laid out
Beginning at the cent
which the animals are located, and as follows:
PHILLIPS
ME.
save for the settling nipples the pend er of the road leading to Rangeley
All orders by mail or in person
might never have been inhabited tor village at a point northerly of the
promptly attended to.
all the signs of life he sees, on reacli residence now or formerly of Zephyr
Raymond one hundred thirty feet
ing the margin.
‘‘This “ smack” system of signal northerly of a fir tree spotted, situ
ling danger is doubtless one of the ated o-h toe east side of the road, and
met perfect systems exercised
by ending at the center o f the road at
Headquarters for everything
the dwellers of the waterways, as it a point fifty-six feet northerly from
conveys the alarm to those
under the southeast corner of the residenc
in the hardware line
water in addition to those on the now or formerly of H. iM. Bemis and
surface.
It is employed by the mus fifty-eight feet southerly from the Lumbermen’s and Blacksmith’s
quash as -well as the beavers, and is northeast corner of said residence, al
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
delivered by the tail as the animal of which said highway being and ly
dives.
Those busy below are warn ing in said Rangeley Plantation and Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport
and ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
ed against rising, while all up and said ,Sandy Rive* Plantation;
down the stream toe alarm is repeat that it will be for the public inter
ed by every beaver and musquash est and benefit that said highway Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
that hears ift.
Thus, for centuries be discontinued.
Automobile Supplies, etc.
past, these gentle dwellers of the
Wherefore your petitioners, as un
We buy for the lowest spot cash
waterways have guarded against sur dersigned, respectfully pray that the
prices and give our customers the
prise attacks from their natural toes, highway as above described be dis
benefit o f the same.
and it is only from such surprises continued and abolished.
ar. the steel trap, carefully conceal
Dated this 24th day of June, A.
ed below the water’s surface, that D. 1915.
they have still much to learn in the
Sidney C. Harden and twenty one
art of self-preservation.
others.
Most birds that congregate
in
flock® for the winter months make a
[S ea l]
practice of mounting pickets.
The
plaintive cry of the golden plover
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
picket is well known to the dwellers
of many lonely districts. The British
Franklin, ss.— Court of
County
starlings conduct their movements
A new line of Dressers of
on strictly military lines, and while Commissioners, April term, 1915, held
the flock feeds upon the ground the by successive adjournments, August
all descriptions.
sentry warbles gaily in the branches 3, 1915.
On
the
foregoing
petition,
satisfac
of some adjacent tree.,
Should the
picket take flight the entire army at tory evidence having been received
once rises into the air, every bird that the petitioners are responsible,
wheeling and twisting in perfect time and that an enquiry into the merits
io expedient, and that they ought
with the leader.
Phillips,
Maine
In the rugged heights of southern to be heard touching the matter set
and
Africa the cave-dwelling baboons live forth in said petition, it is ordered
STRONG - MAINE.
in constant dread of surprise attack that thirty days’ previous notice be
from the leopards.
On some flat given, that the County Commission
boulder of rock, near to the dwelling ers will meet at residence o f Zephyr
cave entrance, the picket sits during Raymond in Sandy River Plantation
the silent watches, and should dange on Thursday, the 7th day o f October
approach, his savage “ woff-woff” 1915, at ten o ’clock in the forenoon;
startles his brethren into wakeful and thence proceed to view the route
Office over National Bank.
ness.
The picket bolts for the cave, set forth in said petition, and other
;
Maine
there Phillips,
and when the leopard arrives
he routes and roads connected
Both
’
Phones
with,
anfl
immediately
afterwards
finds himself confronted by a row
of glowering eye® and yellow fangs. hear the parties and their witnesses,
Sometimes, however, tine picket pays and then take such further measures
J. BLAINE MORRISON
the penalty of sleeping, and when in the premises as may be adjudged
Said notice to be given by
morning comes a pool of blood amon proper.
the rocks Is all that marks the scene serving attested copies of said peti
of the tragedy.
Sometimes too the tion and this order thereon, upon the
leopard contrives unseen to cut off respective clerk® of too said planta Beal Block. Phillip* Fire and Life Inenranc
the picket’s retreat, and the unlucky tions of Rangeley and Sandy River
one is snatched up before the very and by posting up such copies in
eyes of his terrified companions.—H. three public places in each of said
plantations, and publishing the same
Mortimer Batten in Rod and Gun.
in Maine Woods a public newspaper
DENTIST
printed in Phillips in said county,
Collecting Evidence.
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
Evenings by
“ Must be a general clean-up cam the first publication to be thirty
paign going on in the neighborhood.” days, at least, before said hearing, appointment.
“Why so?” “ My cat carue home today that all persons and corporations in
with four kinds of fresh paint on her terested may attend and be heard if
5000 Cords
fur.”— Kansas City Journal.
they think proper.
*
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
A true copy o f the petition and order between Farmington and Rangeley and
LAST MADRID
of Court thereou.
betwjgen Strong and Salem.
Attest, B. M. Small, Clerk.
A . W . M c L e a r y , P h illip s, M e
August 23.
The Oberton League met last Wed
nesday afternoon with Mrs. George
motor oils possess unrivaled durability and
Barnjum.
It is expected that our
lubricating proprieties.
next meeting will be an all
day’s
meeting, and our League will enter
oils give the highest mechanical efficiency
tain toe Reed’s Mill Sewing Circle on
obtainable as evidenced by maximum power
September 1st, at the pleasant home
delivery
and minimum wear o f parts.
of Mrs. J. H. W elts. The members

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.
PhiUips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

JUST IN

C. F. Chandler & Son,

E. C . Higgins, M. D.

A tto rn ev - a t - L a w

D r. W . J. C a r te r ,

V

EEDOL

oils are the only lubricants in the world which
have been developed and chosen by the com
parative results o f acutal service tests.

A M E D IC IN E C H E S T FOR 25^.

In this chest you have an excel
lent remedy tor Toothache, Bruises,
Sprains, Stiff Neck, Backache, Neu
ralgia, Rheumatism and for
most
emergencies.
Ooae 25<f. bottle of
Sloan’s Liniment does it all—this be
cause these ailments are symptoms,
not diseases, and are caused by con
gestion and inflammation.
If you
doubt, ask those who use
Sloan’s
Liniment, or better still, buy a 25
bottle and prove It.
All Druggists.

ROLLINS & BEAN,
Upper Village,

Phillips, Maine

A GOOD BUSINESS FOR SALE ~~
The Batchelder Bakery has been closed, on account
ot sickness and is for sale. A good business is estab
lished, and it is a fine chance for the right one.
H. E . B A T C H E L D E R , P h i l li p s , M e .
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AROUND THE
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Eve,ry Camper Loves The
CouncilFire, and Reads its Message.

Benefits of W ide Tires.
On the common earth roads and in
the fields horses can on an average
pull 50 per cent more load on a widetired w'agon than one with narrow
tires. In other words, two horses can
puli as much load on the wide tires
aa three can on a narrow-tired wagon.
The wide tires help pack the road,
the narrow tires cut ruts.

Not all campers know that there
is a difference between a councilfire, and the regulation camp bon
tire, but there is this difference; a
large, blazing, snapping mass of wood
is exciting to the average
person,
and leads his thoughts into an exag
gerated train of illogical ideas, while
a small blaze, or council-fire tends
to soothe the human mind, and in
duce serious reflection.
That
is
the purpose of the council-fire, and
its origin may be traced to the nat
ive campers of long ago who said,
“Indians make little fire, and sit
happy."

Clifford Berryman, the Washington
Star cartoonist, according to Cartoons
Magazine, tells the following story on
himself;
“ Many years ago, when I had been
in Washington only a short time, and
had a ‘kid’s’ propensity for asking
questions, I said to the late Senator
Quay of Pennsylvania:“ ‘Senator, how Is it that you have
kept your seat in the senate so long,
when there are so many other able
and brilliant men from your state who
must covet it?’
‘“ Young man,’ said Quay, ‘I have
never kicked a friend to please an
enemy/ ”

CAMP-FIRE

SIDE LAMP THAT

FLEXIBLE

Vacation Stories No. 6

“What are you going to do, to-marrcw, Tom?” inquired his wife,
as
they sat beside their first councilfire, down in Maine, where council
fires seem to burn more merrily than
anywhere el£e.
“Well,—” drawled Tom,

smoking

hie pipe as contentedly as if he was
back in his library in Melrose High
lands, ‘‘maybe,— I’ll get up about four
o’clock, and give the trout a whirl;
then,—maybe— I’ll go on a hike up
Bear Mountain way, and see if I
can run across any signs of bear
or moose; then, maybe— I’ll get back
here about noon where you will have
a fine hearty dinner all ready for
me-----

Told of Quay.

MILE SQUARE

By a T u rn of the Knob a t the Rear of the Lamp, Light May Be Throw n Any
Place It 18 Needed by the D riv er of a M otorCar.

Adjustable?motor car lights, intend
ed primarily as side lamps, which by
a slight turn of a handle may be ro
tated to throw their beams in any di
rection, have been lately patented. Be
cause of the ease of their operation
and the variety of angles at which
they may be used, they offer a wide
range of service. They are supplied
with a ball-and-socket mounting and a
universal-joint connection, while a
cam plate over the ball, engaging with
the horizontal shaft, converts the regu-

lar rotary motion to an irregular one,
turning the lamp down, sidewise, or
straight ahead by a slight turn of the
wrist. If the lamp is mounted beside
the driver, for instance, by turning the
knob on the shaft at the back of the
light, the rays may be thrown over the
engine, on the tool kit, at a wheel
where th§re is tire trouble, to the
right or left of the road, or straight
ahead. The device may also be used
on a motorcycle or boat.— Popular Me
chanics.

‘ROAD *
BUILDING

afraid to complain against such men.
They are found in every neighborhood
and they go along for years in a dom
ineering, overhearing manner, working
all manner of injustices because they
have their “ bluff in” on the commu
nity. They are the gentry whose cat
tle are rogues, whose fences are al
ways bad, whose dogs are “ sheep kill-

“ How easy! but just ’sposing you
don’t get any trout?”
“ Never knew such a thing to hap
pen down in Maine1 Why the Maine
trout are so ‘‘happy to meet you,’’
they just skake hands with a fish I
hook Like as if they were sorry to
have been parted so long.”
Tom
shifted, uneasily, as if trying
to GUARD AGAINST ROAD ABUSE
shake his conscience back into place. Some Punishment Should Be Meted
“Tom Matthews!”
O ut to Those Who Deliberately Cut
“ Well, haven't I get a beauty,
Up Highways Built fo r Public.
twenty-seven-incher, mounted at horn
You bought and paid for the road
in our library?
Didn’t he tip the
scale® at three pounds and two oun that runs by your doorway and the
ces?
Can’t you just see how hand other roads In your township and
some he looked on that oval piece county. That is, you paid your part
In building the highway. If you are a
of natural wood, all varnished to give
property owner you paid that part
it. a gloss yet showing the real knots directly in so many dollars and cents
and lines in the wood?
How liis of road and bridge tax. If you are a
pretty gleaming sides did shine,— renter you are not escaping. You are
why he looked like
an artificial paying in rent and indirectly.
The road is your road. If it is cut
trout, he was so Irandsome1”
“ Yes, Tom, you are a crack fisher up by the hauling of heavy loads on
man, I’Ll admit, and, as all crack narrow-tired wagons you will have to
fishermen have a faculty for stretch stand for the trouble and discomforts
of next winter, when the ruts are hubing the truth, I’Ll overlook seme of deep. If you permit heavy rains to
your “ whoppers.”
scour out the foundations of a wooden
“------after that fine dinner I spoke culvert and that culvert finally falls
of, you know,—why—I guess I’ll go in or is washed out, you, as one of the
tr« see the folks at King & Bartlett daily users of that road, will be dis
Camps.
Seems ’sif I’d like to swap commoded.
Most of our roads are dirt highways,
yams with old Bill Talbot, the guide
who always knows where the game writes H. S. Sullivan of Missouri in
is, in the hunting season.
I’Ll be Farm Progress. Only a small, a very
small, percentage of the highways of
back here about five, for
another this country are “hard roads.” One
fine hearty supper, you know.”
hundred years from now we may have
“ Of course,—'leave it to you to the beautiful “metal” highways such
sense the meal hour, a hundred miles as are found In the older European
away!”
Tom’s wife placed a few countries, but this is a big land of
dry twigs on the council-fire,
and ours. It is a country of magnificent
watched to see how quickly
they distances, and the rock and concrete
roads are going to be built very
were swallowed up in the surroundin
slowly.
blaze.
z
It is the dirt highway that suffers
“What are you and the kid going from carelessness. Two or three men
to do, wife?’’ asked Tom, slapping a in a neighborhood can spoil more miles
free hand over to clasp that of his of highway than the remainder of the
good partner on the camping trip.
community can build. They are abus
“You had lots of ‘‘maybes” In your ers of what other men build. They
plans for to-morrow, but I know will pile on the heaviest load it is
what I’m going to do,—I’m going up possible to pull and they never use
the wide-tired vehicles that might help
to the pasture lands and pick blue
the wagon track stand up under the
berries; why Jacob Thompson told big loads.
me yesterday that he picked thirty
Good or bad weather Is all the same
quarts in one day and sold them for to them If they have something they
ten cents a quart.
That’s a good want hauled. The sensible man knows
day’s work, and I believe I can pick that the use of a dirt road for heavy
fifteen quarts, if I try. Bessie will hauling in bad weather will spoil the
He won’t do any team
help me, and then we can have highway.
stewed berries with dumplings
to ing that he can avoid, but the road
butcher will go right ahead. He will
morrow night for supper.’’
spoil his own roads and the roads of
Tom smacked his lips, and after a others.
bit of wifely coaxing, or “ indirect in
There ought to be some punishment
fluence” as the anti-suffragists calls provided for the man who will delib
it, he decided to postpone his whole erately cut up the roadway built by the
program for one day, and in the community for the use of the whole
morning, they should all go off to community and paid for with the pub
gether on a merry blueberrying trip, lic money. Some states have laws
with sunbonnetis and pails, and a mid providing punishment for the man who
overloads, who uses “ skidding logs,”
day lunch wrapped up in a paper.
who fills mudholes full of old rails,
It is mysterious how the
plans chunks and poles, and who will pile a
made round a council-fire seem to wheelbarrow full of rocks in a rut,
be good ones in the long run, and to to become a menace to all vehicles as
crawl into one’s camp bed,
with soon as the road dries off.
But these laws are seldom enforced.
Pleasant anticipations of a definite
program, for the morrow is one of Not from any lack of offenders or from
the delightful pleasures of camping the lack of knowledge as to just who
the offenders are.
Good_ people are
out.

Good Road In Georgia.

ers,” and who are known in the neigh
borhood as “ bad men to have trouble
with.”
Most of our dirt roads are so abused
in winter that they have to he par
tially rebuilt in the spring. This eats
up the road tax and the days of road
work that might he expected to make
the roads of this year better than those
of last. Late fall, winter and early
spring are the seasons when the roads
should be guarded against abuse. Why
not try a policy of “ road conservation”
in your neighborhood this year?

Delicious W ild Strawberry.

Speaking of the beautiful-flowered,
toothsome-fruited wild strawberry,
Izaak Walton, the patient fisherman, is
said to have declared:
“ Doubtless
God could have made a better berry,
but doubtless he never did."
And
those who have tasted the wild straw'berry will agree that cultivation has
added nothing to its flavor, however
it may have increased the size. The
duke of Gloucester, who became Rich
ard II, had a weakness for the wild
strawberry. It is said that in 1483, as
certain great lords wTere sitting in
council arranging for his coronation,
the duke came in and, “saluting courteouslie, said to the bishop of Ely:
‘My lord, you have verie good straw'berries in your garden at Holbonne;
I require you to let me have a mess
of them.”

11
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W ORK T H A T TELLS
Plenty

of It Has Been Done Right
Here In Phillips.

To thoroughly know the virtue®' of
a me<licine you must investigate its
work.
Doan’s Kidney Pills stand
this test, and plenty of proof exists
right here in Phillips.
People who
testified years ago to relief from
backache, kidney and urinary disord
ers, now give confirmed testimony—
declare the results have lasted. How
can any Phillips sufferer longer doubt
the evidnece?
H. H. Vining, farnier, Pleasant
St., Phillips, says:
*‘I got Doan’s
Kidney Pills at Preble’s drug store,
when suffering from kidney trouble
and they cured me in a Short time.
I hope that my statement will lead
other sufferers from kidney complaint
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Over three years later Mr. Vining
said:
“ I haven’t had occasion to
use Doan’s Kidney Pills since giving
tny former endorsement, s© I con
sider the cure permanent.”
Price 50^, at all dealers.
Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
Doan’s Kidney Pills—'the same that
cured Mr. Vining.
Foster-Milhurn
Co., Props., Euffalo, N. Y.

August 23.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Kinney and
children, M r. and Mrs. John Dunham
and daughter, Gertrude, Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Noble and Mrs. Lucinda Butter
EUSTIS
field attended the reunion at Mad
rid Friday.
August 23.
H. W. Worth!ey substituted
on
We are still having lots of rainy
Route 4 Friday, in place of the
weather which makes it bad for the
regular carrier.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Pease held a farmers who have not finished hay
wedding reception at the home of ing.
Mir. and Mrs. Scott Lookyer have
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wing, Wednes
day evening, August 18.
A large returned to their home in Berlin, N.
number w'ere present.
Music for H.
Mrs. Eva Arnold has come
out
the evening was furnished by Messrs
Stewart and Whorff.
Mr. and Mrs.. from Round Mountain and has gone
Pease were the recipients of many to Arnold Pond Camps to work.
Miss Georgia Smart and brother,
beautiful presents.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pease and Lloyd have returned from Dexter,
two Children of Newark, N. J., and w'here they have been visiting, and
Mrs. Amos Saulsbury and son of have gone to Chain of Ponds, W'here
Brewer were at the Voter farm in Georgia is going to teach: at Myron
Stevens’.
Avon several days this week.
Mrs. Cora Parnell has returned to
Mrs. Jennie Worth ley is visiting
her sister, Mrs. Mary Gleason in her home at Stratton after visiting
Phillips.
her sister, Mrs. Carroll . Leavitt for a
w'eek.
Clyde Vaughan and Richie Durrell
TAYLOR HILL
have finished working for Sylvester
Brothers.
August 23.
Miss Blanche Savage and Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Greenleaf visit
Hinds
of Flagstaff visited Miss Olive
ed their daughter, Mrs. Hazel Parlin
Taylor a few' days last week.
of Newr Vineyard Sunday.
Fred Williamson is working for
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Toothaker
attended the Burbank reunion at Far-: Sylvester Brothers.
Frank Cox and son, Chester are
mington Saturday last.
Mr. L. Bavd has gone to New' working for Percy Day building on a
shed and milk room.
Vineyard to work for Mr. Gordon.
Tom Tague and son, Eddie
and
Mrs. Lucy Weed of New' Vineyard
has got nine young canary birds for Vane Ronoo of North New' Portland
were in town a few days the past
sale.
week.
The farmers are nearly through
Mr. and Mrs. Martin and son, Bill
haying.
Gene Dickey starts his mill Mon and a Fredricks boy of Stratton with
day morning ‘to saw shingles and lat their guide Cliff Taylor, were recent
guests of Clinton Henderson at Tee
er will saw other kinds of lumber.
Pond.
They walked across from The
They got some fine sal
SU SB C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E Birches.
mon from the lake and had a pleas
W OODS A N D
R EA D A L L
ant trip.
T H E LO C AL N E W S .

===

Cel
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BUSINESS
1rELEGRAPHY
iV A N fF has he®11 the policy of this instution f or thirty years

SHORTHAND

Bridges Should Be Painted.

Recent investigations of the Illinois
state highway department indicate
that few highway steel bridges in that
state are painted after their final com
pletion and acceptance. Very serious
corrosion results and is illustrated in
a number of cases, says the En
gineering Record.
A serious factor
in the corrosion of iron and steel vis
the use of salt to clear the roadway of
snow and ice. This was considered
at least partly responsible for the bad
condition of truss members in a
bridge fifteen years old.

1

NO PAYMENT IN At 1 V n l W E . \ye recojrnize the purchaser’s rights to an examination o f the Roods, and a test ol their quality before payment is required. Do Tot wait fo r a
more convenient season—it wi 11not come.

AUGUSTA

BANGOR

PORTLAND
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ICE CREAM
DELICIOUS

I

An Ice Cream made from pure
cream in our own sanitary plant
is attracting attention of the
auto parties who go through
Strong. Call on us your next
trip.

|
j
1
I
j

C. E. DYER,
1 STRONG,

M A IN E .

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

AUGUST

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
Presenting

26,

1915.

The Sedgeley Store

Mrs. Sarah Bradbury, who has been
,Miss Alice M. Melcber of Hebron
visited hier aunt, Mrs.
Edigar
R. the guest of Mrs. Evelyn Howland
Toothiaker last week.
She was ac and Mrs. Alice Toothaker for several
companied on her return borne by weeks, returned to her home in
Master Holman M. Tootibaker, w -'1:«d Wayne last Saturday.
Friends were pleased to see Fred
will remain for a Visit. Mrs. Toothaker and daughter, Olive went
as Morton able to take a short auto
ride recently.
Mr. Morton is able
far as Lewiston, with them.
Otto G. Ba.ghdaasa.rian of Broussa, to be up around the house most of
of
Turkey-in-Asia lectures to-night in tbe time, but has had attacks
A Style Reflecting The Wilbur ball.
quite severe pain in his face and
Young Men’s Taste—Made- The Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes bepd.
To-Measure By The Royal railroad is advertising excursion rattS Mrs. W. B. Butler and Miss Hortbe Maine State Fair in Lewis tense went to Portland Wednesday
Tailors, Chicago-New York. to
ton, September 6-9 inclusive. Tickets morning for a visit.
Last Saturday evening at the* Far
are sold commending with the 4th
mington Grange W. L. Butler was to
and are good for return tbe 13th.
Clarence Huff of Strong Is visiting be one of the speakers on the ques
tion:
“Are We Spending Too Much
relatives in town.
Per
Mile
on Good Roads?” Mr. But
In the report of the reunion of tbe
Wilton Academy alumni recently the ler with a crew of men is at pre
Franklin Journal says:
Tbe soloists sent working in the vicinity of New
of the evening need no introduction Vineyard on a piece of State road.
W. B. Butler is among those who
to music-loving Wilton.
Miss Mabel
have
been, drawn to serve on the
Starbird of Boston lias a warm place
in the hearts of Wilton people whom Grand Jury at the September term
she has charmed several times with of tbe United States District Court
her rich contralto voice. Her selec to be held in Portland, and are or
tions were From the Land of tbe dered to appear September 23. Frank
Sky, Blue Water by Cadman.
A E. Boynton of Kingfiebl will also
Memory by Park and Mammy’s Song serve as juryman.
Mrs. Florence Smith Newton and
by Ware; for her second group, Lit
are 7980— Ladles’ Shirt-Waist
tle Grey Home in the West by Lolir, little son of Westboro, Mass.,
Sizes 34, 36. 38, 40, 42
Sizes 34, 36. 3 8.4 0 ,42 ,
inches bust
and At Parting by Rogers. She was the guests of her mother, Mrs. W. W
44, 46 inches bust
measure.
measure.
Hood.
in splendid voice and was heartily
9917—
Ladle*’
Three-PIec*
Misses Mabel Starbird and Elzie/
Skirt
7989— Ladles’ Skirt
encored.
Home, Sweet Home was
Sizes 24, 26, 28. 30 1
the Sizes 24, 26, 28, 30, 32;
beautifully rendered.
Miss Starbird Oldham of Farmington were
inches waist
34 inches waist
measure.
measure.
is teaching in the Perkins Institute week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. D.
a: Watertown and has many private F. Field.
Miss Birdsall of New York, who
pupils in voice culture.
She has
some
the offer of a church- position this with her sisters are passing
fall which She is considering.
Her time in Farmington, was the guest of
5 cents
Note the piquant lapel,
accompanist for the evening was Mis Mrs. N. U. Hinkley at the home of Apron Gingham
her daughter, Mrs. D. F. Fie’ d this j Shirt Waists
Oldham of Farmnngtm.
29
cents
generously wide; rolled
The Weld Home Circle will bold week.
29 cents
Boys’ Suits
M. W. Harden has had his barber |
its annual meeting and picnic dinner
back instead of creased
49 cents
House Dresses, sizes 34 to 44
Saturday, August 28, at tbe Grange poles newly painted and they show j
down—with s l i g h t l y
Fancy
Crepe
Dresses,
sizes
34
to
44
$1.50
ball, Weld.
All those who are, or up to great advantage.
Mrs.
C.
H.
McKenzie,
Mrs.
Edward
Colored
Petticoats
79
cents
ever have been, residents of Weld ape
rounded corners at the
Greenweed
and
Mrs.
C.
Nell
Parker
White
Petticoats
79
cents
cordially invited.
It is hoped that a
notch. The waist line
large number will be present, this have been passing a few- days in |Union Suits, ladies’
29 cents
Miss Lizzie Flagg drove ,
being the first reunion held by the Rumford.
of this coat is high and
Dress Goods
19
and
29
cents
to Rumford Tuesday to accompany j
Circl at Weld.
$1.40
Ladies’ Boots
them
home.
snug fitting.
Citizens of Phillips may be inter
Ladies’
Oxfords
$1.49 ’
J.
J.
Hennings
of
tbe
WT
aterville
ested to learn that the American Se
1.00 1
curities Co., which has controlled the Motor Co., action panied by C. A. Sandals, sizes 3 to 7
electric plant, operating in
Strong Laidlaw- of Boston made a business
and Farmington has closed its doors. trip to Rangeley in a 1916 StudebakThe entire trip
The. business of the company is in er Six last week.
was
made
on
high
gear going up
charge of Frederick H. Gage,
84
M fo fe te c d g r
Exchange St., Portland.
He
says through Farmington and Phillips and
that arrangements have practically returning through Stratton and KingFOR
been completed for the adjustment field.
Everett
Beedy
was
home
from
Lew-of the business of the company, and
that settlement of all claims would iston and passed the week-end 'with
bis family.
be made at 100 cents on tbe dollar.
Miss Mabel Starbird and Miss EIMrs. A. D. Prescott of Arkansas
City, Kansas, who is spending the zie Oldham entertained the following
Either Kind Made to Wear Where the Wear Comes.
summer at the Exchange Hotel, Far party at Hillcreat, Farmington, last
mington, is in town a few days at Friday evening, at a very pretty lun
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field,
the Elmwood and is calling on many cheon:
o'd friends who are pleased to see Mrs. J. W. Brackett, Miss Miriam
Brackett, Harry Hinckley and J. Scot
B uttericK P atterns in StocK
her.
The Guarantee Card— Sent with
Brackett.
The tables were prettily
H.
H.
Field
and
family,
who
have
every R oyal garment.
been at their cottage at Weld for decorated with sweet peas and ferns
the past few weeks, returned home and at each p'ate was a boutonniere
We’ve a tremendous sel Monday. Mrs. Mary Field returned of sweet peas. Mrs. Sylvester serv
No. 2, Beal B lo c K , P h illip s , M e .
Farmers* T e l.
ed a most dainty and delicious lunch.
ection of young men’s novel Sunday.
The Christmas Present Club met Not the least among tire attractions
ty check and plaid suitings with
Mrs. C. F. Chandler Tuesday of this popular place is the grand
too, just ideal for styles like afternoon of this week. iMrs. N. U. view- obtained fn m tbe dining porch, I
of the finest in the country.
the Bradburce. You know Hinkiley was a guest. Mrs. H. H. oneRev.
W. P. Holman, pastor of the j
Field will be tbe hostess in three
Rates o f interest on the
those famous Royal Taylor weeks.
,31. E. church in Saco was in the
best
grade of bonds and
prices, $16, $17, $20, $25, Mrs. Emma Shepard, who, with two c'ties yesterday calling on j
notes
are higher than they
He and Mrs. Holman are I
$30, $35 for a $50 to $75 Miss Mabel Austin of Farmington friends.
spending
their
vacation
this
month
in
has been at 'Temple Heights for a
have averaged for the past
made-to-measure s u i t or week, returned home Monday.
Bangor, Leeds, Wilton and Dixfield.
ten years. This in turn
1 Package of
overcoat.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morey of Au Mr. and Mrs. Holman are enjoying!
enables this bank to pay
burn are visiting her mother
and their work in Saco, where they w-ent,
more interest to its depos
from Strong last April.
Mr.
Hoi- J
ocher relatives in town this week.
itors.
man
will
preach
at
tbe
Baptist
Many old friends are glad to greet
I with every 50c purchase
Mr. Charles Howard cf Arkansas church in Leeds Center Sunday, Aug
Beginning Dec. 1, 1914,
ust
22,
at
11
o’clock.—Lewiston
Sun.
City, Kansas, formerly of Phil’ipis.
|
at
and until further notice,
Mr. Howard has not been in town
4 per cent, interest will
for
31 years.
He is in the hard
Authorized Resident Dealer
W orm s Cause Many C hildren's Ills
be
paid on Savings Depart
ware business and is also Road
Worms, by thousand's, rob the child
ment
Accounts.
Commissioner.
His wife, who i-s cf nourishment, stunt its
growth, |Emuips,
Me.
|
deceased, was a sister of Fred Ells cause Constipation, Indigestion, Ner
worth of this town.
vousness, Irregular Appetite, Fever
Mrs. Fannie Records went to Bos and sometimes Spasms.
Kickapoo
T h e R o y a l Ta i l o r s
ton Wednesday morning for a visit Worm Killer gives relief from all
PHILLIPS, - MAINE
C H IC A G O — N E W YORK
with her brother, B. B. Biaisdell and these.
One-fourtli to one of these
& TRACK m a r k m s i s t e r i b
family.
They will entertain her for pleasant candy lozenges, taken as di
a few days at their cottage at rected, kill and remove the "Worms,
iNorumbega Park.
She Plans to be regulate your child's bowels and re
No. 5.Beal Block
away several weeks.
store its health and vitality. Get an Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobacco and
PHILLIPS,
MAINE Work cn C. E. Parker's house is original 25tf box from your Druggist.
Soft Drinks.
PEELED SPRUCE FIR A N D
progressing finely.
Open until 11 P. M.
Don’t endanger your child’s health
Mrs.
Mary
Gleaiscn
is
visiting
Agency for the
and future when so sure and simple
POPLAR
friends in Mexico.
a remedy can be bad.

THE
BRADBURNE

NEW IDEA

PAPER

PATTERNS
10c.

ODD LOTS TO CLOSE

$

ThisGarment
is Guaranteedto

SHOES

CJIffyouarenot
mthit
mpleased
everyrespect
weaskyounot
to acceptit,not
topayonepenny

Boys and Youths
BASS AND WOOD’S

$ 1. 75, $ 2.00, $ 2.25, $ 2.50, $3.00.

e . M. HOYT,

4 Per Cent. Interest

FREE

j Friday and
j
Saturday
! CORN FLAKES

D. F. HOYT

j B E A N ’5

Phillips National Bank

Barbering and Pool
JAMES B. ROSS

Universal Steam Laundry

NOTICE

Open Saturday
Evenings.

All communications addressed to New
Sharon, Me., will receive prompt and
careful attention.

BREAD

Fresh every day at
TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

FRAN K F. GRAVES
G et
The

Y o u r B u tter P ap e r

M ain e W oods.

Printed

At

Wanted

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
HALEY & FIELD
Phillips,

Maine

